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Preface

We are pleased to place before you the Governance Barometer Survey 2010, a detailed quantitative study 
of various issues ranging from quality of services delivered to understanding of democracy to the level of 
citizens’ trust on government institutions.  The Institute of Governance Studies of BRAC University has been 
conducting such surveys since 2007. The findings of such nationwide surveys are to be found in The State of 
Governance in Bangladesh (SOG) reports of 2007 and 2008.  
 
During the designing of the SOG 2009 report we decided to publish the survey findings as a separate 
publication for two reasons. First, the sectoral nature of the 2009 report called for a distinct dissemination 
and policy advocacy strategy. Second, the survey findings justified a separate report given the richness of the 
information unearthed.   

We are very pleased to inform the readers that the Governance Barometer Survey 2010 was fully put together 
by an IGS team of scholars. We take this opportunity to particularly acknowledge the tireless efforts of Dr. 
Elvira Graner and Syeda Salina Aziz. They were involved from its inception, and our heartfelt gratitude to both 
of them for giving us an excellent product. We also put on record the financial and technical support of the 
Affiliated Network for Social Accountability, South Asia Region (ANSA-SAR). Finally, the administrative and 
financial teams of IGS should be thanked for their continuous support. 

Manzoor Hasan
Advisor
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1.1 Rationale of the Governance Barometer Survey 

IGS conceptualises governance as the exercise of political, economic and administrative authority to manage 
a country’s affairs. It is thus a complex interplay of mechanisms, processes, relationships and institutions 
through which citizens articulate their interests, demand their rights, exercise their obligations and mediate 
their differences. Good governance, as the optimal form of governance, refers to a situation where public 
resources are managed effectively, efficiently, equitably and in response to critical needs of society. IGS strongly 
believes that both sides of the governance equaltion need to be taken into cognizance while analysing gaps 
and prescribing reforms. The Institute also recognises the fact that in a democracy, people’s voice need to be 
heard and responded to in a timely and objective manner. 

IGS’  flagship product, the annual State of Governance (SOG) Report was conceptualised in 2006 as a response 
to a strongly felt need to shift the discourse on governance from anecdotal frames to a more solid ground by 
providing robust, regular evidence and analysis of the issues, in particular to enable assessment of change over 
time. One core component of the last two SOGs (i.e. 2007 and 2008) was a nationwide governance perceptions 
survey. The objectives of this  ‘bottom up’ feedback, broadly speaking, were to gauge public perceptions 
about the state of governance, the political system and political culture in Bangladesh. They also attempted to 
ascertain citizens’ perceptions and opinions about the institutional reform initiatives of the last governments, 
especially their effectiveness, sustainability and impact on the political system in Bangladesh. Both surveys 
also aimed to determine public opinion about service delivery in education, health, water, and electricity. The 
base line data of these two surveys have set the foundation for mapping and analysing longitudinal trends.

In line with the precedence set, while preparing the SOG 2009 a similar survey was conducted. However,  
when analysing the data in some depth the enormous richness of the data base and the possibilities of deeper 
interpretations became quite apparent, resulting in the production of an independent knowledge product – 
the Governance Barometer 2010. 

The ‘Governance Barometer Survey 2010’  is a a comprehensive approach to capturing the perceptions of the 
citizens in Bangladesh on current social and political issues. The elected democratic government completed 
the first year of their five year tenure in January 2010. From this perspective, the year 2009 was a crucial year 
in the political arena of Bangladesh. The new government has faced quite a few challenges in keeping their 
pre-election pledges and promises. From a positive angle, one can say that it is marked by a year of  ‘change 
and transition’ towards improvement by the ruling party, while the critics’ view is less positive. 

Against the backdrop of this complexity, IGS’ nationwide survey on governance is based on a systematic and 
comparative study conducted in a non-biased manner. It reflects the independent opinions of people from 
different social strata and pays special attention to evaluating the performance of the current government 
and also to evaluating performance against the pledges they made during election time. As a continuation 
of the previous years, the survey also repeats the basic questions on living standards, service delivery and 
accessibility, as well as trust and perceptions of corruption.

We have chosen the title ‘Governance Barometer Survey’ as we see this survey as a tool with which to measure, 
or at least to proxy, the political atmosphere in the country. A ‘Barometer’, as a technical tool for measuring 
atmospheric variations, seemed a most appropriate metaphor to use.      
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1.2 Objective of the Survey 

The objective of the survey is to determine citizens’ assessment of the quality of their government by making 
the following measurements of their perceptions and opinions:

1. Perception of government performance

2. User satisfaction with government services and functions

3. Extent to which government institutions and professionals are trusted

4. Perception of corruption

5. Perception of law and order

6. Understanding of democracy

7. Opinions of their living standards

8. Evaluation of service delivery 

9. Evaluation of elected representatives

1.3 Methodology of the Governance Barometer Survey

Similarly to the last two surveys, this survey has also been conducted among 4,000 households, from 
a population of approximately 160 million (i.e. a confidence interval of ±1.5 percent and with 95 per cent 
confidence level). Based on overall demographic data in terms of gender proportions and urbanisation rates, 
the sample is based on a 70/30 rural - urban and 50/50 male - female proportion. A three stage stratified cluster 
sampling was undertaken. At the first stage, from six administrative divisions of Bangladesh, 33 districts were 
selected randomly – proportionately from each division. Thus, the number of districts under a certain division 
reflects the proportion of the number of districts included in that particular division. As a second step, from 
each district, villages were selected randomly as Primary Sampling Units (PSU). A total of 200 PSUs have been 
selected from 33 districts. The list of villages was prepared using the Population Census 2001 and each village 
was selected randomly from the list. 

A third step was to select 20 households from each PSU. For this purpose, villages have been divided into 
three or four blocks, following a segmentation method, and each segment/block constituted about 150 
households, depending on the number of households in that village. One block/segment was selected 
randomly from these blocks, and from the selected block the required number of households was listed and 
visited to interview the required number of respondents. For most districts the sample size was 100 or 120 
households, i.e. 20 households from five (or six) PSUs, whereas Dhaka and a few other major cities had larger 
samples. 

This technique of cluster sampling might give rise to some distortion. When investigating  infrastructure, such 
a clustering of 5 or 6 units might distort figures, as infrastructure usually is available to the entire cluster, 
particularly in regard to electricity. Distortion might also arise because rural-urban classifications are based on 
administrative divisions. As a result, semi-urban locations might be recorded as rural ones or rural areas might 
be classified as urban ones (as in Gazipur), whereas the features of the localities are clearly different.
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The Survey itself was funded by the Affiliated Network of Social Accountability, South Asia Region which 
is based at IGS. The questionnaire was designed by the IGS research team in early January 2010 in English. 
This was translated and (re-translated) into Bangla and a pre-testing of the questionnaire was carried out 
in the second week of February. After incorporating the changes recommended by the pre-test, the survey 
questionnaire was modified accordingly. The survey itself was contracted to Nielsen Bangladesh. It was carried 
out from mid to end February 2010 by altogether 85 enumerators, and most of them had worked for Nielson 
before. As a first step, Nielson conducted a one-week’s training course, which consisted of both class room 
training and field trials. After the first part of the training, the skills of the interviewers were evaluated and they 
were allowed to join the field teams, if found satisfactory. 

In terms of quality control, quality checks were made by supervisors on a daily basis and data entry was 
supervised in Dhaka by a team of statisticians. Continuous supervision during the listing and data collection 
period was carried out, in order to provide consistent and high-quality data. Supervision was carried out at 
all stages of the survey, i.e. during data collection, scrutiny and data entry. Spot checks and back checks were 
carried out by supervisors and field executives. For proper monitoring of fieldwork and ensuring the quality 
of data collected, emphasis was placed on the scrutiny of schedules by the supervisors, on a daily basis. 
Observations of some of the interviews were carried out by field staff. Spot checks were carried out to verify 
the accuracy of information collected and visits were made by research professionals to monitor fieldwork 
and provide technical guidance to field staff. About 20 per cent of spot checks were carried out during the 
data collection.

The first step of editing was done in the field and, in addition, office editing of all completed schedules was 
carried out by trained office editors as per the data entry programme. This includes coding of open ended 
questions, identification details and consistency checks before starting the data entry process. Data entry 
was carried out under the supervision of a Senior Operation Executive and core team members. A software 
FoxPro package was used for entering the data. In the next step, this was converted to an SPSS file for analysis. 
Computer based checks were done and, based on the errors generated, inconsistencies were removed and 
the base data was cleaned. 

The survey itself followed a structured questionnaire, and this contained thematic sections as well as a 
demographic and economic one. The latter was based on a household roster that included all members of 
the households, and their demographic (age, gender, education) and socio-economic profile (such as main 
occupation). This section was followed by more general questions addressing infrastructure and access to 
services. For measuring perception, we used a four point scaling system. This scaling is different from the 
survey done for last year’s State of Governance Report, when we applied a five-tier (or three-tier) classification. 
Our experience was that, usually, the largest group chooses the middle field and we purposively aimed at 
avoiding this. This year, we deliberately excluded the ‘average’ option in order to motivate people to come 
up with a more specific response. At the same time, this slightly jeopardises comparability between the two 
years. Unlike the 2007 and 2008 surveys, we have also tried to incorporate citizens’ perceptions on different 
services and situations alongside with their experience, where this is applicable.
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1.4 Outline of this Report

The report is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 includes the rationale, objectives, methodology and outline 
of this report, as well as an executive summary. Chapter 2 focuses on the socio-economic characteristics of the 
sample households (n = 4,002) and all household members as enumerated in the roster (n = 19,391). The latter 
includes age and gender composition as well as educational attainments. The analysis of incomes and land 
holding patterns provides a brief economic sketch of incomes during 2009, including food security. Analysis 
has been carried out by dis-aggregating rural-urban categories, as well as gender. For further details, some 
analysis will be presented in the form of maps for the 33 districts covered in the sample. 

Chapter 3  concentrates on infrastructure and service delivery. Given the current initiative of  nation-wide 
electrification by the year 2020 and the current government’s policy of ‘Digital Bangladesh’ (see IGS 2010) 
the current state of infrastructure in regard to electricity and telephones is of particular interest. This regional 
pattern of (dis-)connectedness has been partly modified by recent changes in the form of a wide dissemination 
of mobile phones. Yet, even this recent innovation has a particular regional pattern, and an even more 
pronounced social one. The chapter also includes assessments of satisfaction with various services, mainly 
from the public but also from the private sector. In addition, we have asked about the current and previous 
standards of living, as well as an outlook for the future.

Chapter 4  focuses on perceptions of trustworthiness and corruption. This is based on a selection of different 
institutions and professions. Respondents were provided with options in the form of a two-scale matrix, i.e. 
‘these people are trustworthy in general’ versus ‘these people are not trustworthy in general’. Among the 
twenty professions, we included a variety of public offices, such as politicians, MPs, police, military, judges, 
(other) government officials, religious leaders, business people, health workers and doctors as well as teachers. 
As we had asked these questions in the previous surveys we will also provide a timeline for the past three 
years. In regard to corruption, respondents were asked to apply a four-tier scale (highly corrupt, somewhat 
corrupt, not corrupt and not at all corrupt) and an additional category (do not know). This includes ten different 
sectors, mainly services rendered by the government (health, education, police, tax, local government, roads 
and highways) but also private entities (such as private organisations, NGOs and the banking sector).

Chapter 5  addresses perceptions about the current government’s performance during their first year of 
office. We have selected ten issues that were of relevance during the election campaign. These issues include 
corruption control, controlling the price hike of essentials, creating employment and facilitating overseas 
employment. In addition, we have also asked about understanding of democracy in more general terms. The 
first part was an open-ended question that allowed for a free definition of democracy. This was followed by a 
list of five definitions and respondents were asked to rank these. The criteria include elections, rule by consent, 
free public debates, ability to participate in decision making as well as the ability to access information about 
the government.

The report includes fifty figures and a few maps. The annex also provides some tables with more detailed 
figures that we felt could be of interest but would interrupt the flow of information in the text. The two versions 
of the questionnaires (English and Bangla) are given in the annex for those interested in the exact formulation 
of the questions. 
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1.5 Executive Summary

1. Our survey is based on a total of 4,002 households and interviews were carried out during February 
2010. The demographic data documents the impressive results in expanding education. At the same 
time, it also documents some worrying figures about out-of-school children, even among the present 
generation. The socio-economic parameters indicate that average monthly incomes are at about 
9,940 Taka, with pronounced rural-urban disparities. Almost half of the households experience food 
insecurity for a part of the year. Again, urban-rural disparities are pronounced, and in the latter regions 
more than half of the households face food insufficiency.

2. Assessments of the government’s ability to provide infrastructure and services shows that overall the 
government has been most successful in providing education and health care and least successful 
in providing electricity. While all urban areas have access to electric power, quite a few areas are still 
without electricity. Overall, the past year has brought electricity to quite a number of urban households, 
but much less so for rural ones. Electricity delivery is unsatisfactory and this does not suggest that the 
government is on target to meet its goal of providing universal access to electricity by 2020. At the 
same time, the government’s role in telecommunication services has been sidelined by the private 
sector, particularly in mobile phone services. 

3. The utilisation of public services, power supply, water supply, and sanitation services tend to be 
concentrated in urban areas, while health care, education, and roads are more widely available. Overall, 
the absence of power supply, water supply, and sanitation services in rural areas have been identified 
as core problems that require attention.

         
4.  For measuring accessibility we have considered both physical accessibility and whether interaction with 

officials is seen to be easy or difficult. When assessing interactions with different offices, respondents 
were asked to rate these in a four-tier scale, with one additional category of  ‘do not know’. The two 
service providers with the highest confirmation of ‘very easy to interact with’ are local government 
offices and private banks. At the other end of the scale, there is a widespread perception that ministries 
as well as passport offices and manpower agencies are very difficult to interact with.

5. In regard to being satisfied with the activities of their elected representatives, most  respondents stated 
that they were somewhat satisfied, both at the national and local level. Locational variations are not 
pronounced, although in urban areas people are slightly more satisfied than in rural areas. 

6. For assessing standards of living, we have provided a four-tier classification scale, with the two extremes 
‘very good’ and ‘very bad’ as well as ‘somewhat good’ (and bad). The majority of the respondents 
described their living standard as ‘somewhat good’, followed by a significant percentage stating it as 
‘somewhat bad’. At the same time, less than ten per cent of the respondents said their living standard 
was very bad and even less stated it as ‘very good’. When re-assessing their previous year’s standard 
of living, about one third of  respondents felt that it had improved. In terms of expectations for the 
future, a cross-tabulation of present and expected living standards shows an interesting pattern, as 
expectations are generally quite high, a phenomenon that could also be observed in the previous 
year.  
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7. When addressing corruption, there is a general lack of trust in many professions and organisations. 
Among all professions, money lenders and the police are the least trusted professions. Alarmingly, nearly 
half of the respondents also said that they have no trust in politicians, other than MPs. Nevertheless, a 
higher percentage of respondents trust the elected representatives, both MPs and local government 
representatives. On the other hand, nearly all respondents think that teachers are the most trustworthy 
among all professions, followed by the military and religious leaders. 

8. When asked about their perception of how democratic various governments have been, more than 
half of the respondents ranked the current government in the highest category, as opposed to less 
than ten per cent who perceive it to be  either completely or partially undemocratic. Compared to that, 
a lower proportion views the previous elected government as completely democratic, along with  
16 per cent who view it as somewhat or completely undemocratic. 

9. Overall, the definition of democracy is not an easy exercise. Nearly half of all respondents could not 
clearly express their understanding. Not surprisingly, this percentage was higher in rural areas and 
among female respondents. Among those who provided a definition, the largest group described 
democracy as ‘freedom of movement’ or as ‘ express own opinion’. Other ideas include ‘voting right’, 
‘equal rights of all people’, or a ‘government elected by people’. In a second stage, we provided a set 
of five definitions, and requested respondents to rank these. When doing so, ‘election’ is the most 
preferred definition of democracy. A similarly high rank was given to ‘free public debate’  and to the 
definition ‘rule of consent’.
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2.1 Age, Gender and Education 

For demographic data, the Governance Barometer Survey included a detailed household roster for all 
household members. The 4,002 households had a total population of altogether 19,391 persons. Overall, 
average family sizes are 4.79 and this is slightly higher than the national average of 4.7 in 2005  (GOB/BBS 
2006). A locational disaggregation shows that urban households are slightly smaller (4.7) in comparison to 
rural ones (4.9; see Figure 2.1). Variations across the districts are more pronounced, with the lowest average 
size of 4.4 persons (Khulna and Rajshahi) and larger households of 5.5 to 5.7 persons (in Brahmanbaria and 
Sylhet). However, in both rural and urban areas the largest group is four-person households (25 per cent in 
rural and 30 per cent in urban areas). Overall, nearly 50 per cent of all urban households have sizes of 4 or 5 
persons, a percentage that is only slightly lower in rural areas (48.2 per cent).

When considering the age composition of the population, the median age is 24 from our sample households, 
compared to 23.3 at national level. Overall, the age groups below 14 account for 30.1 per cent of all, and this 
is again slightly lower than other sources suggest (34.6 per cent; GOB/BBS 2006). A gender disaggregation 
shows that the male-female ratio is 1.04, compared to a national average of 0.93. The gender composition 
has a pronounced pattern when disaggregated by age group. In the lowest age group (younger than 10) 
boys slightly outnumber girls. Between 11 and 50, girls/women slightly outnumber boys/men. However, the 
two age groups 50 to 60 and 60 to 70 show extremely high incidences of missing women (see Figure 2.2). 
This phenomenon is difficult to explain, but possibly it can be interpreted as an indicator for high maternal 
mortality rates when these women were at their reproductive ages during the 1980s and (early) 1990s.

In regard to education, there have been significant improvements in expanding education and in aiming 
at reaching the Millennium Development Goals (see GOB and UNDP 2008). In terms of literacy rates, these 
have increased substantially over the past two decades. Among the age group of 40 to 50-year olds, only 
about two thirds are literate, and gender disparities are pronounced. Among the age group 21-30, i.e. the 
school population during the mid/late 1990s, the percentage of literate persons has increased to more than 
85 per cent (see Figure 2.3). This is a substantial success, particularly compared with the low changes that 
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Figure 2.1  Household sizes in urban and 
rural areas   (n =  4,002 households)

Figure 2.2  Age and gender composition of the survey 
population (n = 19,391)



had occurred before. In addition, among the 21 to 30 age group, most had even progressed to secondary 
education. Among the current student population (6-17 year olds), the percentage of illiterates has even 
further declined. 

Today, nearly all students aged 6 to 14 attend school, and in the age group 11-14, drop-outs are minimal (see 
Figure 2.4). Yet, dop-out rates increase rapidly once students are above the age of 14. Indeed, there is only one 
single age group (10 year olds) where enrolment is de facto complete (i.e. 100  per cent). Among 7 to 8 year 
olds, rates are at about 90 per cent and increase to 95 per cent for 9-year olds. As mentioned by many other 
authors, enrolment of girls is (slightly) higher than for boys (for instance UNICEF 2010). While this pattern is 
promising, it also needs to be pointed out that quite a number of students who are older than 10 years have 
already dropped out of school. Among 12-year olds this proportion is already higher than 10 per cent, and 
among the 15-year group it is more than 20 per cent (see Figure 2.4). Above all, a large proportion of 12-year 
olds has yet to complete their primary education (see Figure 2.5, below; for detailed figures see Table A1).
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Figure 2.3  Demographic profile and literacy   (n = 19,391)

Figure 2.4  School attendance of the current school-age population (6 to 17)



Overall, literacy rates of women at their core reproducative age (20-40) are quite high, and in most districts, 
rates are currently above 90 per cent. Nevertheless, some districts still have values of more than 20 per cent 
illiterate women in this age group and in some places, rates are even 20 to 30 per cent. The latter are highly 
concentrated in the north-western districts (Jamalpur, Nilphamari, and Sherpur) but also in some other parts 
(such as Sirajgonj or Gazipur). In the latter, the high number of less educated women migrants in the garment 
industry might contribute to this pattern.

Increasing rates of literacy and educational attainments are also obvious when compared to data from the 
Population Census 2001 and the Poverty Monitoring Survey 2004. Overall, all data sets document gradual 
increases. The population without any schooling has decreased from more than 40 per cent in 2001 to about 
25 per cent currently. These surveys document that this was mainly a shift towards primary education, as the 
share of population increased to nearly 40 per cent. In addition, the current survey indicates that in more 
recent years the proportion of secondary students has been increasing, from less than 20 per cent to nearly 30  
per cent, i.e. an increase of nearly 50 per cent  (see Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.5  School attendance and out-of-school population among12-year olds 



2.2 Occupations and Incomes
   
Given the regional distribution of the sample households, the survey includes a broad spectrum of occupations. 
Students account for 27 per cent of the sample. The remaining 73 per cent, from largest to smallest group 
size, consist of homemakers, the self-employed, employed wage earners, day labourers, and the unemployed. 
In rural areas, self employment mainly refers to agriculture, but not exclusively (see Figure 2.6; for detailed 
figures see Table A2). In urban areas self-employment mainly refers to business. Wage labour is slightly more 
pronounced in rural areas (7 versus 5 per cent), and interestingly both rural and urban areas have agricultural 
as well as non-agricultural forms (although in inverse proportions).

Overall, service holders are primarily concentrated in urban areas (14 per cent), whereas in rural areas their 
proportion is less than 5 per cent. Among all persons included in the household roster, about 8 per cent are 
unemployed. Six per cent are included in the residual category ‘other group’, and these are partly professionals, 
such as doctors, lawyers, and journalists, local government representatives and politicians. In regard to 
migration, less than 10 per cent of all households had labour migrants, and internal migration was slightly 
more frequent than international labour migration. The latter is more pronounced in rural areas (4 versus 2.7 
per cent), and destination countries are mainly the Gulf region (for more details see IGS 2010).

When assessing incomes, our survey included voluntary disclosure, and most interviewees did so (yet, keeping 
in mind Panse’s law about potential distortions, Panse 1967). On average, monthly mean incomes are  9,940 
Taka. In rural areas, incomes are lower at 8,461 Taka against 13,338 Taka in urban areas. Overall, there are 
marked regional variations across districts, ranging from 20,341 Taka per month in Dhaka to less than 6,000 
Taka per month in Gaibandha, Sirajgonj and Joypurhat (see Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10; for detailed figures see 
Table A3). Nationally and at the district level the income data show a large variation and a skewed distribution 
as evidenced by an overall median income of 7,000 Taka per month compared with the average of 9,940 Taka 
(i.e. 70 per cent) . 

A frequency distribution confirms the skewness (see Figures 2.7 and 2.8), with 40 per cent of the respondents 
earning less than 5,000, all together 77 per cent less than 10,000, and only 3 per cent more than 20,000 Taka 
per month. Again, there are pronounced regional disparities, and in rural areas nearly half of all households 
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Figure 2.6  Occupational profiles of economic active respondents  (n = 12,850)



fall into the first category, whereas it is less than 25 per cent in urban areas. This distribution differs somewhat 
from that reported by the Household Income and Expenditure Survey of 2005 (GOB/BBS 2006) possibly due 
to inflation and rising incomes since 2005 as well as some differences in survey methodology, as the HIES was 
based on expenditures. 

A regional analysis documents that among all districts, Rajshahi has the highest overall number of households 
in the lowest income group of less than 5,000 Taka, particularly in regard to its population size. At the same 
time, Gaibanda, Siragonj and Netore all had more than 60 per cent of households in this lowest-income group, 
whereas Munshigonj and Feni feature as the districts with the largest numbers of households in higher incomes 
groups (see Figure 2.9). In regard to social disparities within one region (i.e. district), income disparities are 
quite high in Dhaka, where median and average incomes vary by 60 per cent. Yet, disparities are even higher 
in Hobigonj, Rajshahi and Panchagorh (64 to 69 per cent), although absolute figures are much lower than in 
Dhaka. On the other hand, income disparities are lowest in Chuadanga, Laxmipur, Jamalpur, Meherpur, and 
Brahmanbaria, at 11 to 14 per cent difference (see Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.7  Rural urban variations in monthly household incomes

Figure 2.8  Monthly household incomes in three sample districts 



2.3 Land Holdings and Food Security

At the national level, more than 80 per cent of the households own a homestead. Home ownership is higher in 
rural areas (89 per cent), compared with 59 per cent in urban areas. At the same time, average sizes are much 
lower in the latter areas, at 9 decimals compared to 16 decimals in rural areas. Residence continuity is high with 
an average duration of continued residency in the same location of 27 years, with the median slightly lower 
(at 25 years). In rural areas 85 per cent of households have lived in the same location for 10 years or more and 
11 per cent 50 years or more. The corresponding figures for urban areas are 70 and 7 per cent respectively. In 
terms of building material, 32 per cent among the rural households live in houses made from mud, bamboo, 
and/or straw, while 44 per cent live in houses made of wood or corrugated iron. In urban areas, the majority 
live in brick houses (69 per cent). In urban areas 35 per cent of households live in rented apartments or rooms 
with an average rent of 3,500 Taka per month for a one or two-room flat. In rural areas, rental is negligible. 
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Figure 2.9  District-level variations in household 
incomes  (ranked on lowest-incomes)

Figure 2.10  Monthly median and average 
household incomes (district-level) 



Agriculture is of high importance in rural areas, both in the form of self-employment and wage labour. At the 
same time, in rural areas more than 50 per cent do not own cultivable land. A district-level analysis shows 
a notable regional variation, and landlessness is only below 50 per cent in less than 10 of the 33 districts, 
whereas it is above 55 per cent in an equal number of  localities. At the other end of the social spectrum, a high 
percentage of people, more than 10 per cent in urban and 30 per cent in rural areas, hold more than 0.5 acres 
of land (i.e. 50 decimals; see Figure 2.11).   

In order to assess food security, we asked, based on their incomes and/or production of food grains, how 
many months a year households have sufficient food. Based on their self-assessments, the majority of the 
households do not have access to sufficient food for the entire year (see Figure 2.12). Overall, 48 per cent of 
the households experience from food insufficiency for a part of the year. This problem persists for six months 
of the year for 13.4 per cent of the households. Again, urban-rural disparities are pronounced, and in the latter 
regions more than half of households face food insufficiency, compared to less than 40 per cent in urban 
areas. In regard to regional variations in food sufficiency, northern districts suffer the highest degree of food 
insufficiency with 60 per cent of households reporting food insufficiency for 6 months or more (see Figure 
2.12; for detailed figures see Table A4, annex). At the same time, nearly 18 per cent of households in urban 
areas have surplus supplies of food, compared to only about 10 per cent of households in rural areas. 
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Figure 2.11  Land holding patterns in urban and rural areas
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Figure 2.12  District-level food (in-)sufficiency 
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3.1 Infrastructure and Service Delivery –  Election Promises

In this section we look at the government’s ability to provide the necessary infrastructure and services that it is 
expected to provide. This also includes an assessment of whether citizens are satisfied with the government’s 
performance. We find that overall the government has been most successful in providing widespread 
availability of education and health care and least successful in providing electricity. While all urban areas 
have access to electric power, more than 40 per cent of rural areas are still without electricity. Dissatisfaction 
with government performance in regard to electricity was highest in our last year’s perception survey (IGS 
2009) and has remained so, until today. Overall, the government’s role in telecommunication services has 
been sidelined by the private sector particularly in mobile phone service.
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Figure 3.1  Access to core public services  (urban and rural)

Figure 3.2  (Dis-)Satisfaction with services in 2008 (based on State of Governance Report)



3.2 Providing Electricity –  A Long Way to 2021

The Government’s vision of providing electricity to the entire country by 2021 was an expression of political 
will that needs to tackle quite a large gap when compared to the current situation (see CPD 2007). Overall, 
68 per cent of households have access to electric power – somewhat higher than the 62 per centage figure 
published by the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (GOB/BBS 2010). As expected, electricity availability is much 
higher in urban areas, at 80 per cent and lower in rural areas at nearly 60 per cent. There is a pronounced 
regional variation in the data, with the proportion of households having access to electricity being as low as 
30 per cent in some districts (as for instance in Jamalpur and Barguna) and as high as 75 per cent in others 
(see Figure 3.3, below). 

When analysing the history of electrification, on average, households have electricity connections for less 
than seven years, whereas half of all households (i.e. the median value) have had connections for three years 
only. In urban areas, 40 per cent of households have been connected for more than 10 years, particularly in 
Dhaka, Chittagong, Comilla, and Rajshahi. This figure is much lower in rural areas (see Figure 3.3) where some 
of the districts have seen a major advancement in electrification during the past one or two years only, mainly 
in the north western region (see Figure 3.4, below). 

Within the past five years, the number of households with electricity nearly doubled in urban areas, when 
compared to electrification prior to about the year 2005. Compared to this phase, the past two years have 
seen less substantial changes. Nevertheless, the past year (i.e. the current government) has brought electricity 
to quite a number of urban households, but much less so for rural ones, where the last year has seen an 
extreme slow-down even when compared to the previous year. Overall, we find electricity delivery to be 
unsatisfactory and a problem area. Thus, our data do not suggest that the government is on target to meet its 
goal of providing universal access to electricity by 2021.

In addition to this overall locational pattern, the distribution of electrification has a pronounced regional 
pattern (see Figure 3.4, below). Households located in the northern districts have an extremely low coverage, 
even when compared to rural areas in many other parts of the country. Overall, Jamalpur, Sirajgonj, and 
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Figure 3.3  History of electrification for different households (urban - rural) 



Rangpur have the lowest rates, at 30 to 45 per cent. Similarly low values can only be found in Barguna and 
Madaripur. On the other hand, households in Dhaka along with Munshigonj, Chuadanga, Comilla and Rajshahi 
have a comparatively high coverage of more than 75 per cent. 
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Figure 3.4  History of electrification of districts 



3.3 Telecommunication -  The Mobile Phone Revolution 

Two questions regarding telecommunication focused on the penetration of telephones and mobile phones 
across the country. The dramatic difference between landline telephone connectivity – a government 
controlled monopoly – and private sector supplied mobile phone coverage is pronounced. At a national 
average, only about four per cent of households have telephone connections. The availability of landline 
telephones in rural areas is dismally low at 1 per cent but much higher in urban areas, where 10 per cent 
of households have landline connections. Yet, even in Dhaka, where there is the highest concentration of 
landlines, only 12 per cent of all households have access. In other major urban areas, landline connectivity is 
slightly lower, at around 8 to 9 per cent. 
 
By contrast, mobile phone connectivity is substantially higher with 70 per cent of households having access 
to this form of communication. Most of these connections have been in place for one to five years (see Figure 
3.6). There is some variation in mobile phone connectivity across districts with urban regions having more 
connectivity and the northern regions with lower than average connectivity. Interestingly, in both rural and 
urban areas the numbers of new subscribers during the past year is lower than the number of those who 
registered in the year before. One pronounced difference between urban and rural areas is that in urban 
areas the largest number of households subscribed between 2005 and 2008 whereas in rural areas the largest 
fraction subscribed more recently, between 2008 and 2009. A regional analysis shows that, yet again, the 
north-western areas lag behind (see Figure 3.7, below). 
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Figure 3.5  District-level distribution of 
telephones

Figure 3.6  District-level distributions of 
mobile phones  



When analysing the regional distribution of mobile phones, there are pronounced differences in comparison 
to electrification (see chapter 3.1, above). Overall, a large majority of all households had at least one member 
with a mobile phone (70.6 per cent), as of February 2010 (slightly higher than 68.4 per cent with electricity). 
Again, there are pronounced regional disparities. Coverage was above 70 per cent in more than half of 
the sampled districts. In contrast, most north-eastern districts have comparatively low figures (Nilphamari 
is lowest). As expected, all urban areas have a wide coverage, as do neighbouring districts of these areas. 
When compared to regular telephones (at less than 2 per cent) this documents the vast and rapid increases in 
telecommunication over the past five years.
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Television, as another major type of telecommunication, has a rather low distribution rate, at present less than 
40 per cent in rural areas. In terms of years of ownership, most rural households with television acquired their 
TV sets during the last 5 years as electricity became available, while in urban areas the largest group in terms 
of years of ownership occurs in the 5-10 year group (Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.8  Time lines of owning mobile phones (by gender and location) 

Figure 3.9  Time lines of owning TV sets  (by gender and location)



3.4 Utilisation of Services and Levels of Satisfaction 

The survey measured utilisation of and user satisfaction with a range of infrastructure and services provided 
by the government, comprising roads, sanitation, education, power supply, water supply, and health care. As 
elaborated above, the survey shows that the utilisation of public services is limited particularly in rural areas 
(see Figure 3.1).

The utilisation data show that power supply, water supply, and sanitation services tend to be concentrated 
in urban areas with low utilisation in rural areas; while health care, education, and roads are more widely 
available with roads the most widely utilised service of the six services studied. These data allow us to identify 
the absence of power supply, water supply, and sanitation services in rural areas as a problem that requires 
attention.

In regard to service delivery, the respondents were asked to rate the level of satisfaction for different services 
provided by the government. In addition to gathering information about perceptions, we also asked them 
if they had used the service within the last 12 months. Although perception is a strong key to assess the 
services, experience with services provides us with a closer look to that particular service by gathering the 
users’ experiences. The survey data also reveals that, for those who did not utilise public services during the 
12 months prior to the survey, the responses do not show great variations.

Overall, the level of satisfaction with the power supply is extremely low among all users (see Figure 3.10, 
below). Only less than 10 per cent of the respondents stated that they are fully satisfied with the electricity 
service, while 60 per cent argued that they are either completely or somewhat dissatisfied. By contrast, about 
20 per cent of the respondents are fully satisfied with services in health and sanitation, and even more so in 
regard to services in education and water supply.

Dissatisfaction with power supply is a common feature in both rural and urban areas with rural users more 
dissatisfied than urban users. Other patterns in the satisfaction data show that there is more dissatisfaction 
with health services in urban areas (15 per cent) than in rural areas (10 per cent). Males are slightly more 
dissatisfied with education than females, and urban users are more dissatisfied with education services than 
rural users (see Figure 3.11). Since services in urban areas tend to be better than those in rural areas, the data 
seem to imply that urban users have correspondingly higher expectations than rural users. 

If we look at the chi-square value of the contingency table, correlating utilisation and level of satisfaction of 
public services, it shows that for all of the above mentioned services the two variables (utilisation and level of 
satisfaction) has a significant correlation1. This implies that how people rate the service quality is significantly 
affected by their utilisation of any particular services.
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1      The chi-square values for health, water, power supply, public education, sanitation, and roads are all found 
statistically significant (chi square = 208, 682, 296, 203, 776, 333 respectively, df =4, N= 4002, level of significance =.05) . 
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Figure 3.10  Satisfaction with services (by users’ feedback)

Figure 3.11  Satisfaction with the supply of power, health and education services 



3.5 Access and Interaction with Public Offices

For the current survey the term accessibility to (public) offices has been measured in the form of two 
components, namely physical accessibility and interaction. The first refers to whether the offices are located at 
a convenient place so that people can easily go there. The second one aims at capturing whether interaction 
with officials is easy to ensure the proper services. For the latter, the survey asked the respondents to rate the 
level of physical accessibility and the level of interactivity during the past twelve months.  

Among all offices, local government offices are the ones most visited. Almost 50 per cent of respondents 
had visited their respective local government office in the previous 12 months, either union councils, city 
corporations or municipalities. Forty per cent had visited government banks and utility offices, and 30 per 
cent had visited private banks. Police stations in both urban and rural areas were also frequently visited. Tax 
offices and ministries were the least visited.

Generally, a rural-urban disaggregation of visiting different offices shows distinctive variations. Overall, 
urban respondents are more likely to visit government offices. The only exception where utilisation by rural 
households exceeds urban ones are visits to local government offices and agriculture extension offices (see 
Figure 3.12). Yet, it is somehow a surprise that even in rural areas only a little more than 20 per cent visited 
agricultural extension offices. What is also of surprise, and a concern, is that tax offices, even in urban areas, 
are not visited by more than 10 per cent (and 2 per cent in rural areas). Although rural residents own more 
agricultural land, they visited their land office less than their urban counterparts. In regard to service providers 
from the private sector our survey includes banks, and these have a similar utilisation pattern in both urban 
and rural areas, at 50 per cent versus 35 per cent. At the same time, there was no difference in visitation data 
between government banks and private banks.
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Figure 3.12  Visits to different offices  (rural and urban)



When assessing the accessibility of offices, 40 per cent of the respondents said that Ministries and Secretaries 
are physically inaccessible to them, and this was by far the highest negative rating. The second group, where 
around 20 per cent said that offices are not accessible, are passport offices and manpower exporting agencies, 
as well as police stations. At the same time, these offices are also the ones where many respondents lack 
experience, and have opted for the ‘do not know’ category. In terms of accessibility, local government offices 
are located in most convenient locations according to more than half of the respondents, followed by banks. 
More than 50 per cent of the respondents said that private banks are very accessible, a figure that is only 
slightly lower for government banks (45 per cent). Forty per cent of the respondents also think that police 
stations and utility offices are easy to access (Figure 3.13). 

It is notable that perceptions about physical accessibility do not vary strongly from the opinions gathered 
from experience, even though perceptions are usually slightly lower than opinions based on experience. It 
also shows that many people do not have ideas about the locations of different offices, including ministries 
and secretariats, tax and manpower export offices. Local government offices and banks are perceived as the 
most accessible institutions, followed by police stations and utility providers. Compared to this, less than five 
per cent of the respondents perceive ministries as accessible. Again, the response from the survey households 
regarding accessibility is subdivided into two groups, those who visited the office and those who did not. 

Again, a chi-square test shows that the the ratings about accessability are influenced by a visit to that particular 
office. The correlations between these two variables are significant for all the offices which are considered in 
the questionnaire2.
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2       The results are all significant for Land offices, govt. banks, private banks, passport office, income-tax office, manpower export office, 
agriculture extension office, utility providers office, local govt. office, ministries and police staions (chi squre values = 133, 225, 303, 193, 

143, 70, 159, 284, 95, 52 and 67 respectively with df =4, n= 4002, Level of significance = .05) 



  
When assessing interactions with different offices, respondents were asked to rate these in a four-tier scale, 
with one additional category of  ‘do not know’ (or ’can not say’). The two service providers with the highest 
confirmation of ‘very easy to interact with’ are local government offices and private banks, with more than 
50 per cent of answers in this category. At the other end of the scale, there is a widespread perception that 
ministries as well as passport offices and manpower agencies are very difficult to interact with (only 20 per 
cent). While the latter is only of importance to less than 5 to 10 per cent of the population, passport offices 
need to significantly improve their services. People who visited the utility offices and banks last year find 
it easy to interact with the people who work in these offices. It is again notable that people are not very 
informed about the activities of the ministries, tax offices and passport offices. 

A rural-urban disaggregation does not show a strong pattern. Generally the ‘do not know’ category is more 
pronounced in rural than in urban areas, and among women (see Figures 3.15). For a district-level analysis 
we have selected interaction with local government offices as these are by far the most frequently used 
entities. In some localities interaction seems to be quite problematic. In some districts 25 per cent or more 
of the respondents have stated that interaction is either difficult or very difficult, as in Tangail, Rangpur or in 
Jamalpur. In Sherpur and in Perjpur dissatisfaction is most pronounced  (see Figure 3.16). Again, Dhaka also 
has a high percentage of persons who assess interaction as difficult, yet again this might be due to higher 
expectations and a more critical assessment.
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Figure 3.13  Physical accessibility of different offices 



Again, the chi-square test reveals that rating interaction and visits to such offices (if visited or not) are 
significantly correlated3.
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Figure 3.14  Interaction with different public and private offices

Figures 3.15  Interaction with different government offices (four-scale)

3      The results are all significant for land offices, government banks, private banks, passport office, income-tax office, manpower export 
office, agriculture extension office, utility providers office, local govt. office, ministries and police staions (chi squre values = 240, 321 
490, 276173, 108, 248, 299, 166, 110, 129 respectively with df =4, N= 4002, Level of significance = .05)



3.6 Assessment of the Performance of Elected Representatives

Right after the parliamentary election of 2008, Upazilla Parishad (UZP) elections were held on 22nd January 
2009. The tension between the ‘power-sharing’ of UZP chairman and MPs became visible when the current 
government amended the existing UZP bill and passed it. In this bill, the government retained the role of MPs 
as advisers in local government bodies, a move that was strongly opposed by the UZP chairpersons and vice 
chairpersons. In our 2008 Perception Survey, we asked respondents about the possibilities of conflicts and 
cooperation between the UZP chairman and MPs along with the UP chairpersons. Half of the respondents 
expressed that there will be conflicts if the different layers are elected from different political parties. In this 
survey, with the backdrop of this tension, we wanted to assess the performance of the representatives from 
these three tiers of administration. 
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Figure 3.16  Assessment of interaction with Local Government Offices (district-level)



The majority of respondents are somewhat satisfied about the activities of their elected representatives both 
at the national and local level (Figure 3.17). Locational variations are not pronounced, although in urban 
areas people are slightly more satisfied than in rural areas. Disparities between urban and rural areas are 
lowest in regard to MPs. In rural localities, people might be more aware about the performance of Union 
Parishad representatives and the level of dissatisfaction could be higher due to this reason. Nearly 40 per 
cent of respondents in rural areas are either completely or somewhat dissatisfied with the performance of 
UP representatives, compared to less than 30 per cent in regard to ward commissioners in urban areas. The 
level of complete satisfaction is also higher in urban areas. Overall, people in both urban and rural areas are 
less aware about the UZP chairperson’s performance than the other two representatives, although the level of 
satisfaction is moderately low. The level of satisfaction regarding the MPs’ performance is also higher in urban 
areas and the level of dissatisfaction is higher in rural areas in contrast to that in urban ones. 

3.7 Perceptions of Living Standards

When we asked about perceptions in regard to living standards in our past surveys (2007 and 2008), the largest 
single group (more than 40 per cent) opted for the category  ‘not so good and not so bad’. As elaborated 
above, people generally avoid choosing extreme formulations and if possible chose a middle option. In order 
to obtain a clearer response, this year, we have only provided four instead of five categories, namely the two 
extremes ‘very good’ and ‘very bad’ as well as  ‘somewhat good’ (and bad). This year, a majority (54.2 per cent) 
of respondents described their living standard as  ‘somewhat good’, and 31 per cent as ‘somewhat bad’. At the 
same time, only nine per cent of respondents said their living standard was very bad and five per cent stated 
it as  ‘very good’ (see Figure 3.18). 

When comparing rural and urban localities, the category of ‘somewhat bad’ was mentioned less frequently 
in urban areas. Similarly, residents in urban areas tend to classify their living standard as ‘very good’. Overall, 
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Figures 3.17  Satisfaction with different government officials (four-scale)



women have a higher tendency to report their standard of living in the higher two categories, mainly in the 
‘somewhat good’ category  (see Figure 3.18) while men tend to perceive their living standards as bad or very 
bad. For urban residents, this might reflect higher incomes and better access to services. However, a statistical 
correlation does not confirm this hypothesis (the correlation is only .283). 

When comparing the current and the previous two surveys, the 2007 Survey had the largest share of extreme 
perceptions, both good and bad. Last year’s survey was one with the lowest share of extreme cases, varying 
altogether between 5 and 9 per cent. The large number of respondents in the middle category (more than 
50 per cent in 2008) this year opted for ‘good’ rather than bad (see Figure 3.19, below). When re-assessing 
their previous year’s standard of living, about one third of the respondents feel that they have improved, a 
large majority from the ‘somewhat bad’ to the ‘somewhat good’ category, and some of them even from the 
‘very bad’ category. At the same time a slightly larger share had been in the better category last year and has 
changed for the worse (see Figure 3.20, below). 

In terms of expectations for the future, a cross-tabulation of present and expected living standards shows 
an interesting pattern, as well. Expectations are generally quite high, a pattern we also observed last year. 
The majority of people who assess their current living standard as being ‘somewhat good’ have even higher 
expectations for the future. Among those who described their living standard as  ‘somewhat bad,’ 69 per cent 
expect to reach a standard of  ‘somewhat good’ in the future, and 19 per cent among them even expect a very 
good standard of living. Overall, less than 1 per cent expect a low standard (see Figure 3.21).
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Figure 3.18  Perceptions of current standards of living 
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Figure 3.19  Comparison of standards of living with our previous surveys (2007 and 2008)

Figure 3.20  Comparison of current standards of living with those of the previous year. 

Figure 3.21  Expectations about future living standards (compared to current)
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4. Perceptions of Trust versus 
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4.1 Trust versus Corruption 

Corruption has, for many years, been recognised as one of the major problems of Bangladesh, and this is 
clearly reflected in public attitudes (see TIB 2009). In general, a lack of trust in certain professions is reflected in 
public opinion or in the media. Our Governance Barometer Survey 2010, as a continuation of the two previous 
surveys carried out for the State of Governance Reports (2007 and 2008), includes a section on trust where 
respondents were given a set of professions and organisations and were asked to state whether they would 
rate them as trustworthy or not. In order to avoid a high concentration of answers in the middle range (trust 
or mistrust somewhat), this was one of the few questions where we only allowed for a binary coding (trust or 
mistrust), in addition to a third category of  ‘do not know’. 

4.2 Assessing Trustworthiness

Among all professions, money lenders and the police are the least trusted professions (see Figure 4.1). More 
than 70 per cent of respondents said that money lenders are not trustworthy while more than half of all 
respondents stated that they do not trust the police. Alarmingly, nearly 50 per cent also said that they have 
no trust in politicians (other than MPs). Interestingly, a higher percentage of respondents trust the elected 
representatives, 76 per cent for MPs and 74 per cent for local government representatives. On the other hand, 
96 per cent of all respondents think that teachers are highly trustworthy among all professions, followed by 
the military (94 per cent) and religious leaders (93 per cent). Doctors and health workers as well as intellectuals 
are, similarly, groups who receive a high level of trust. In regard to the private sector, as many as 35 per cent 
said that they do not trust the leading business people. Banks and NGO staff have about 20 per cent who 
mistrust them. For a disaggregation by locality and gender we have chosen the police and political parties, as   
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Figure 4.1  Expressing (mis-)trust in various professions and organisations



these are the groups that are most distrusted, along with money lenders from the private sector. Interestingly, 
mistrust towards the police is significantly higher in rural areas and among women, where nearly 50 per cent 
mistrust them (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3, for detailed figures see Table A6, annex). On the other hand, mistrusting 
political parties is more pronounced in urban areas, but there is no significant gender dimension.

A district level analysis of mistrust towards the police shows significant variations. Mistrust is highest in some 
of the eastern districts, such as Brahmanbaria and Feni, where 70 per cent or more mistrust the police. On the 
other hand, in most of the north-western districts trust is more prevalent, and in Nilphamari the value is even 
above 60 per cent (see Figure 4.4, below). Nevertheless, these data overall show an alarmingly low level of 
trust and the urgent need to counterbalance such a bad image. 
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Figures 4.2  (Mis-)Trust in the police (by gender and locality)

Figures 4.3  (Mis-)Trust in political parties  (by gender and locality)



Figure 4.4  Expressing (mis-)trust for the police  (district-level)

The series of surveys that have been carried out by IGS during the past years for the State of Governance 
Reports (2007 and 2008) allows us to have an assessment of a three-year trend in trust in different professions. 
This shows a rather interesting pattern. The overall trust in various professions was highest in 2009 whereas 
it was lowest in 2007. At the same time, the patterns are very similar in all three years, police and politicians 
are the least trusted among the professions, whereas teachers, military and religious leaders are the highest 
trusted professions. Some of the professions had a tremendous increase in trustworthiness. Among MPs, 
assessments nearly doubled and among local government officials increases have been high, as well (see 
Figure 4.5). Over the same period, the police could only slightly improve their trustworthiness.
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4.3 Addressing Corruption

Perceptions about corruption usually follow a similar pattern as the one for trust/mistrust. When asked to share 
their perceptions about corruption in different organisations, the Bangladesh police, roads and highways, the 
power sector and customs have been classified as the most corrupt institutions. More than 75 per cent of 
respondents perceived the police as either highly or somewhat corrupt, a figure that is even higher than for 
the power sector and roads and highways (70 per cent). Worse still, the police not only hold this ‘top’ position 
in regard to overall corruption but also in terms of having the single largest value for ‘being highly corrupt’, 
and this value is nearly double as for other entities.

At the other end of the scale, people perceive that the education sector and banks are the least corrupt 
organisations, with less than 5 per cent in the ‘highly corrupt’ category and 20 to 25 per cent in the  ‘somewhat 
corrupt’ one. At the same time, education is also the sector with the highest single value of  ‘not at all corrupt’ 
(20 per cent). All other institutions and organisations, such as private organisations, NGOs, courts and local 
government offices are also viewed as less corrupt. Overall, urban - rural variations are not very pronounced 
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Figure 4.5  Time lines of trust in various professions (2007 to 2009)



(see Figures 4.7 - 4.9), although urban residents have a significantly higher perception of corruption among 
NGOs. Among them, more than 50 per cent stated that NGOs are either somewhat or even highly corrupt, and 
there is also a pronounced perception for the latter category  (see Figure 4.9). 
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Figure 4.6  Perceptions about corruption 

Figure 4.7  Perceptions about corruption in the power sector



The series of perception surveys done for the last two SOGs allows for a preliminary trend analysis over 
the past three years. As elaborated above, one methodological constraint is that the first two surveys were 
based on a five-tier classification, whereas the current one has a four-tier one. For the trend analysis we have 
chosen those six institutions/organisations among the list of ten which reveal some interesting trends. When 
comparing the three years’ trends, we can see that, generally, peoples’ perceptions about corruption are much 
more critical in 2008 and 2009 than they were in 2007. For some institutions the perception about corruption 
has increased dramatically, for instance the power sector, the police or tax offices. Even worse, both the power 
sector and the police had extremely favourable assessments back in 2007, when more than 40 per cent of the 
respondents rated them as ‘not at all corrupt’. On the other hand, for the education sector corruption is seen 
as much less severe in 2009 than in 2007. 
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Figure 4.8  Perceptions about corruption in local government offices

Figure 4.9  Perceptions about corruption in NGOs
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Figure 4.10  Time lines of perceiving corruption  (2007 to 2009)
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5. Government Performance and 
Democracy 
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5.1 Government Performance and Democracy

One of the objectives of the Governance Barometer Survey was to assess the performance of the current 
elected government, as they have completed the first year of their office in January 2010. In order to do 
this, we have concentrated on some specific sectors which had been prioritised in their election manifesto. 
Along with this, the objective was to investigate the understanding of people about democracy, and this 
was formulated as an open-ended question. We also asked them to evaluate the state of democracy under 
different governments in Bangladesh. 

5.2 Government Performance -  How Satisfied Are People ?

Based on the election manifesto of the Awami League, their agenda prioritised control of  price hikes, control 
of corruption, provision of an adequate supply of electricity as well as maintainance of a stable law and order 
situation. In addition, employment and income generation as well as provision for international migration are 
important areas for policy decisions, and we have included these issues in our assessment. The majority of 
respondents are rather critical about the government’s performance. The strongest level of dissatisfaction was 
voiced about (not) managing the price hike of essentials and ensuring an adequate supply of electricity. 

On the other hand, dissatisfaction was comparatively low in regard to gas, mainly due to the fact that gas 
coverage is low (nearly 25 per cent of respondents do not have a clear idea about this issue). Among the 
others, about 40 per cent are either somewhat or even very dissatisfied with the gas supply. The data also 
suggest that an increasing price hike and low food availability are two other major concerns of the people 
which have remained untackled by policy makers. Two fields where satisfaction is comparatively high are the 
improvement in managing the law and order situation and in controlling corruption. Among all respondents, 
only 10 per cent are highly dissatisfied with these two fields.  
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Figure 5.1  Levels of satisfaction in regard to ten different fields of government activities



In order to asses the state of democracy under the current government as well as the previous two governments, 
the survey asked the respondents to rate the democratic conditions on a four-tier scale, with the two extremes 
of  ‘completely undemocratic’ and  ‘completely democratic’ and two middle categories  ‘somewhat democratic’ 
or undemocratic. 

When asked about their perceptions on how democratic various governments actually are, more than half of 
the respondents (54.8 per cent) ranked the current government in the highest category, as opposed to about 
8 per cent who perceive that it is either completely or partially undemocratic (see Figure 5.2). Compared 
to that, a lower proportion (41 per cent) views the previous elected government as completely democratic,  
along with 16 per cent who view it as somewhat or completely undemocratic. However, when assessing the 
perception of democracy under the last caretaker government, more than 50 per cent of the respondents 
rated this as somewhat or even completely undemocratic (30 per cent). Only a minority of 17 per cent perceive 
that it was completely democratic, with an additional 24 per cent who view it as somewhat democratic (see 
Figure 5.2). 

Interestingly, the urban-rural variation shows that compared to urban respondents, a higher percentage of 
rural respondents perceives the current government as more democratic, while gender disparities are minimal  
(see Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.2  Rating of democracy during the last three governments

Figure 5.3  Rating of the current government in terms of democracy (by gender and locality)



5.3 Defining Democracy  -   An Open-ended Question 

Alongside the assessment of democratic conditions in Bangladesh, we included a subsection intended to 
address the general understanding of democracy. In order to capture a wide range of ideas we sub-divided 
this section into two different types of questions. The first question was an open-ended one (indeed the only 
open-ended question in the entire survey). By doing so, we aimed to avoid suggesting any definitions from 
our side and instead to provide the opportunity for respondents to come up with their own definitions, based 
on their experience. 

The open-ended question allowed for three responses about what they understand by  ‘democracy’. Responses 
were recoded under similar definitions and among the 4,002 interviewees there were altogether 56 different 
definitions, and some of the more elaborate examples we have included below (see Box 5.1). As the question 
allowed for multiple responses, we transferred the responses to multiple responses so that the responses 
reflect the percentage of responses rather than the percentage of respondents. Overall, about 46 per cent of 
the respondents could not express their understanding. Not surprisingly, this percentage was higher in rural 
areas and among female respondents. 

Among those who provided a clear definition, approximately 12 per cent described democracy as ‘freedom 
of movement’ and ten per cent as  ‘freedom to express own opinion’. The next group of definitions had five to 
six percentage points, such as  ‘voting right’, ‘equal right to all people’, and ‘right to oneself’, and  ‘government 
elected by people’. A further three per cent defined democracy as ‘meeting the basic demand’. ‘Judiciary and 
justice’ were defined as democracy in three per cent of the responses where ‘equal rights for all’, ‘meeting basic 
demands’, ‘working together’ , ‘work for the country’ each of these were mentioned more or less by one per 
cent of respondents. 

When considering regional variations, the criteria of  ‘free movement’ and ‘express free opinion’ was 
significantly more pronounced in urban areas (see Figure 5.4). A similar pattern can also be found for ‘equal 
rights’. Interestingly, there is a similar pattern in regard to gender, where men express a higher interest in these 
two aspects, as well. For women, the right to vote was as important as for men.
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Figure 5.4  Defining democracy  - an open-ended question 



Save the basic demand of the people
Hindus and Muslims have the right to live 
together

Running the judiciary system in a good manner Abide by Islamic law and order

The justice will run for the government
The system running in our country is called 
democracy

Working all together is called democracy Indecision

Run the country by justice No nepotism

To ensure peace Build a free and sovereign  country

To get the requirements from the government 
according to demand

Running by the unified opinion by the political 
leader

To see everyone in same sight  Giving up fundamentalist politics

Working for the development  of the country Right to education and health

Serve the people Whatever the crime is, no one is killed by crossfire

When there is law and order Election after every four years as in the USA

Where the people are the source of all power Sacrifice  

Changing government after every five years
I understand what is democracy but I can not 
express it 

Inform the people about the activity of the 
government

Right to do business

If there is no corruption Son of the king could not be a the king

Participation in different work of government Ruling of the prime minister

Availability of food and clothes
Same person can not be the prime minister for 
two consecutive periods

Free judiciary system Recognition of the Father of the nation

The expression of unified opinion   Increase the accountability of the Bur orates?

Organise the election properly Love the people of the country

Solve the unemployment problem Protect the independence of the country is called

Power to the people Running the country above personal interest

Protect the independence of the country We understand government as democracy

Development of free thoughts The constitution of a country is called democracy

Box 5.1 Defining democracy –  some interesting examples

In a second stage, our Survey also provided respondents with five definitions of democracy and asked them to 
rank them according to preference. When analysing these, we converted the ranking by multiplying the first 
rank by 5, in descending weighting (i.e. the second rank by 4, and the fifth rank by 1). Also any option with ‘no 
rank’ is multiplied by 0. The summed up scores of each attribute was then indexed to 100. 
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Among all respondents, ‘election’ is the most preferred definition of democracy, with 80 per cent of the 
weighted ranking. A similarly high rank (71 per cent) was given to  ‘free public debate’ as a major defining 
factor for democracy, and 60 per cent ranking goes to the definition as ‘rule of consent.’  ‘Ability to participate 
in decision making and ‘ability to access information on government activities’ receive 50 per cent and 40 per 
cent, respectively. 

Among other possible definitions, the criteria of ‘rule by consent’ still has more than 50 percentage points, 
whereas the ‘ability to access information’ and the ‘ability to participate in decision making’ seem to be less 
important. When considering a statistical distribution, the latter three have some remarkable differences. The 
comparatively low overall rank of the criteria ‘Rule by consent’ is largely due to the fact that most respondents 
have ranked it as either second or third important, i.e. the aspect is not given a high weighting. Access to 
information, on the other hand, is either ranked very high or extremely low (i.e. a so-called U-shaped 
distribution, see Figure 5.7, below).
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Figure 5.5  Definitions of democracy (ranked, for methodology see above) 

Figure 5.6  Definition of democracy as ‘Rule 
by consent’  (gender-disaggregated ranking)

Figure 5.7  Definition of democracy as ‘Ability to 
access information (gender-disaggregated ranking) 



5.4 The Governance Barometer Survey –  A Brief Postscript   

Feed-back about the perceptions of the wider public on governance issues can be obtained in a number of 
ways. The current Governance Barometer Survey is, on the one hand, a continuation of what IGS has been 
doing over the past years. These results have been analysed and briefly summarised in one chapter of the 
previous State of Governance Reports. On the other hand, the depth of quantitative analysis for this survey, 
and the process of doing so, has been a rather unique exercise for our research team. At the same time, such 
an innovative analysis takes time, and the delay in publishing these crucial data is an obvious consequence 
of this. Yet, we would argue that it was worth the effort, as we have aimed at, and hopefully succeeded in, 
designing a unique product that might inspire others to do similar types of disaggregated analysis. 

As we have shown, there are several fields in which access to public infrastructure and service delivery is lagging 
behind. Overall, assessments about the government’s ability to provide infrastructure and services are most 
positive in regard to providing education and health care. It has been least successful in providing electricity, 
and as a consequence, people have expressed the highest level of dissatisfaction. Similarly, perceptions of 
trust/mistrust and corruption are pronounced for quite a few professions, and money lenders and the police 
are among these. The latter should be taken as a serious issue to be tackled, without further delay. From the 
demographic data, the substantial number of out-of-school children might also suffice as a wake-up call to 
those who might think that reaching the MDGs is a task that has almost been achieved.

We hope that this type of information will provide planners with much needed empirical data. By providing 
analyses of gender as well as locationally and regionally disaggregated data, we aim at contributing to and 
strengthening monitoring and evaluation processes in the country. We are quite confident that such data is an 
invaluable source for public service providers as well as for development partners, who contribute to funding 
some of the former. 

At the same time, surveys are instruments with which to gauge and provide quantitative information. 
They usually have very little scope to answer qualitative questions about ‘why’  things are the way they are 
documented from quantitative surveys, ours as well as others. Unfortunately, this was not within our scope 
of work. In this context, a full-fledged research project (or rather several, given the range of topics we have 
covered in this survey) would be welcome in future. Nevertheless, we hope that this piece of research will 
inspire those among you who have the interest, ambition, as well as human and financial resources for further 
research on any of these topics.
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7.    Annex
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7.1 Selected Tables

Table A1 Educational achievements of current school age population (6-17) 

age out-of-
school  class 1  class 

2 
 class 

3  class 4  class 5  class 
6 

 class 
7 

 class 
8 

 class 
9 

 class 
10 

SSC or 
higher total

6 102 249 34 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 395

7 51 228 110 32 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 430

8 40 99 141 128 27 8 4 0 1 0 0 0 456

9 19 26 68 108 75 21 4 2 0 0 0 0 332

10 0 14 58 114 135 115 38 9 2 1 3 0 499

11 27 3 15 31 56 68 91 23 11 0 0 0 336

12 65 3 14 27 51 78 116 92 41 14 2 1 516

13 50 0 2 6 18 31 42 61 90 40 5 1 359

14 74 0 6 3 7 19 21 70 66 88 51 9 428

15 89 0 0 4 5 6 11 18 45 54 95 37 379

16 120 0 0 2 3 6 7 6 20 37 62 60 339

17 101 0 0 0 0 4 1 4 7 13 37 46 230

total 738 620 448 457 378 356 331 285 283 247 255 154 4552

Table A2 Occupational profiles  (in per cent)
 

urban rural all urban rural all
 total numbers per cent

Student 70 190 260 10.82 11.51 11.31
Housewife 180 557 737 27.82 33.74 32.07
Self employed (agri) 9 173 182 1.39 10.48 7.92
Self-employed (non-agri) 117 220 337 18.08 13.33 14.66
Day-labourer (agri) 7 46 53 1.08 2.79 2.31
Day labourer (non-agri) 18 57 75 2.78 3.45 3.26
Regular job holder (govt.) 17 13 30 2.63 0.79 1.31
Regular job holder (non-govt.) 101 103 204 15.61 6.24 8.88
Unemployed 91 219 310 14.06 13.26 13.49
Irregular service-holder (govt./non-govt.) 6 10 16 0.93 0.61 0.70
Political Leader 0 1 1 0.00 0.06 0.04
Employed at NGO 2 2 4 0.31 0.12 0.17
School teacher 6 13 19 0.93 0.79 0.83
College/ University teacher 0 2 2 0.00 0.12 0.09
Advocate/Lawyer/Barrister 1 2 3 0.15 0.12 0.13
Doctor (at least MBBS) 1 1 2 0.15 0.06 0.09
Madrassa teacher 0 2 2 0.00 0.12 0.09
Others 8 11 19 1.24 0.67 0.83
non applicable 83 219 302 12.83 13.26 13.14

647 1651 2298
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Table A3 Average mean and median incomes and incomes groups (in Taka/month and in per cent)

ID District
Mean 

incomes

Median 

incomes
< 5,000 

5,001-

10,000

10,001-

20,000

10,001-

10,000

sample 

size
1 Dhaka 20,341 12,500 27 91 104 69 291

2 Shariotpur 12,623 10,000 36 58 30 18 142

3 Tangail 10,004 8,000 30 56 23 5 114

4 Gazipur 7,390 5,000 64 40 15 4 123

5 Sherpur 8,662 6,000 34 23 22 2 81

6 Jamalpur 6,869 6,000 54 50 17 1 122

7 Narshingdi 8,657 6,000 48 49 21 4 122

8 Munshigonj 15,467 10,000 17 46 42 16 121

9 Madaripur 9,550 6,000 54 35 24 7 120

10 Satkhira 8,539 7,000 53 79 23 7 162

11 Jessore 8,094 6,000 36 48 14 3 101

12 Meherpur 7,025 6,000 26 26 8 0 60

13 Jhenaidah 9,415 7,000 27 36 16 2 81

14 Chuadanga 6,698 6,000 36 37 5 2 80

15 Rajshahi 8,228 5,000 117 62 35 9 223

16 Natore 6,833 5,000 63 26 6 5 100

17 Sirajgonj 5,783 4,000 79 29 10 2 120

18 Joypurhat 5,965 5,000 64 26 8 2 100

19 Gaibanda 5,880 4,000 67 21 9 3 100

20 Rangpur 7,093 5,000 81 39 17 4 141

21 Nilphamari 6,745 5,000 58 32 5 4 99

22 Panchagorh 8,479 5,000 50 33 12 4 99

23 Chittagong 11,264 9,000 74 116 67 23 280

24 Cox’s Bazar 10,006 6,500 31 25 18 6 80

25 Feni 11435 9,500 24 41 26 9 100

26 Comilla 10,845 8,000 40 45 24 11 120

27 Laxmipur 9,088 8,000 37 40 20 3 100

28 B. Baria 9,465 8,000 34 47 11 8 100

29 Sylhet 13,551 9,500 32 65 27 16 140

30 Hobigonj 10,654 6,500 37 51 23 9 120

31 Barguna 7,853 5,000 45 24 7 4 80

33 Pirojpur 8,056 5,000 42 28 5 5 80

33 Jhalokhati 8,793 7,000 41 40 12 7 100

 1558 1464 706 274 4002
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Table A4 Food security at the district-level   (absolute cases)

ID District 3 months 6 months 9 months 10 months 12 
months

more 
than 12 
months

sample 
size

1 Dhaka 1 31 10 20 159 34 291

2 Shariotpur 1 19 16 11 50 33 142

3 Tangail 0 13 5 7 59 16 114

4 Gazipur 1 16 1 10 62 19 123

5 Sherpur 0 5 3 4 41 10 81

6 Jamalpur 0 8 5 8 61 8 122

7 Narshingdi 0 10 5 8 67 10 122

8 Munshigonj 1 17 5 9 54 6 121

9 Madaripur 2 16 6 7 38 21 120

10 Satkhira 1 26 12 11 57 21 162

11 Jessore 2 21 8 12 36 7 101

12 Meherpur 0 12 5 6 15 9 60

13 Jhenaidah 1 14 3 10 28 9 81

14 Chuadanga 0 11 9 11 23 9 80

15 Rajshahi 0 48 14 16 66 17 223

16 Natore 4 26 1 1 19 15 100

17 Sirajgonj 8 22 4 6 19 6 120

18 Joypurhat 4 27 4 6 18 10 100

19 Gaibanda 5 16 11 8 15 6 100

20 Rangpur 4 29 12 18 23 21 141

21 Nilphamari 1 24 4 17 16 5 99

22 Panchagorh 1 14 5 10 28 12 99

23 Chittagong 3 12 9 20 127 71 280

24 Cox’s Bazar 0 6 5 5 31 19 80

25 Feni 3 4 2 7 42 26 100

26 Comilla 2 3 8 8 73 12 120

27 Laxmipur 1 10 7 12 38 11 100

28 B. Baria 0 8 10 11 49 14 100

29 Sylhet 4 12 9 14 71 12 140

30 Hobigonj 0 11 10 21 43 13 120

31 Barguna 0 17 3 1 41 9 80

33 Pirojpur 2 12 0 1 44 7 80

33 Jhalokhati 0 16 1 2 48 22 100

 total 52 536 212 318 1561 520 4002
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Table A5 Infrastructure for electricity and mobile phones  (n = 4002 households)

ID District electricity- 
Yes

Electri-
city-No

pc   
E-Yes

Pc
E-No

mobile-
Yes

mobile-
No

Pc
M-No

Pc 
M-yes sample

1 Dhaka 284 7 97.6 2.4 263 28 90.4 9.6 291

2 Shariotpur 103 39 72.5 27.5 119 23 83.8 16.2 142

3 Tangail 81 33 71.1 28.9 82 32 71.9 28.1 114

4 Gazipur 100 23 81.3 18.7 88 35 71.5 28.5 123

5 Sherpur 53 28 65.4 34.6 46 35 56.8 43.2 81

6 Jamalpur 40 82 32.8 67.2 55 67 45.1 54.9 122

7 Narshingdi 80 42 65.6 34.4 86 36 70.5 29.5 122

8 Munshigonj 110 11 90.9 9.1 93 28 76.9 23.1 121

9 Madaripur 57 63 47.5 52.5 82 38 68.3 31.7 120

10 Satkhira 111 51 68.5 31.5 125 37 77.2 22.8 162

11 Jessore 76 25 75.2 24.8 62 39 61.4 38.6 101

12 Meherpur 42 18 70.0 30.0 40 20 66.7 33.3 60

13 Jhenaidah 64 17 79.0 21.0 60 21 74.1 25.9 81

14 Chuadanga 51 29 63.8 36.3 50 30 62.5 37.5 80

15 Rajshahi 183 40 82.1 17.9 179 44 80.3 19.7 223

16 Natore 51 49 51.0 49.0 76 24 76.0 24.0 100

17 Sirajgonj 45 75 37.5 62.5 66 54 55.0 45.0 120

18 Joypurhat 55 45 55.0 45.0 56 44 56.0 44.0 100

19 Gaibanda 45 55 45.0 55.0 45 55 45.0 55.0 100

20 Rangpur 56 85 39.7 60.3 66 75 46.8 53.2 141

21 Nilphamari 51 48 51.5 48.5 38 61 38.4 61.6 99

22 Panchagorh 43 56 43.4 56.6 50 49 50.5 49.5 99

23 Chittagong 239 41 85.4 14.6 245 35 87.5 12.5 280

24 Cox’s Bazar 46 34 57.5 42.5 58 22 72.5 27.5 80

25 Feni 76 24 76.0 24.0 88 12 88.0 12.0 100

26 Comilla 109 11 90.8 9.2 101 19 84.2 15.8 120

27 Laxmipur 75 25 75.0 25.0 76 24 76.0 24.0 100

28 B. Baria 82 18 82.0 18.0 74 26 74.0 26.0 100

29 Sylhet 108 32 77.1 22.9 105 35 75.0 25.0 140

30 Hobigonj 78 42 65.0 35.0 80 40 66.7 33.3 120

31 Barguna 27 53 33.8 66.3 48 32 60.0 40.0 80

33 Jhalokhati 60 40 60.0 40.0 56 24 70.0 30.0 80

33 Pirojpur 57 23 71.3 28.8 66 34 66.0 34.0 100

Total 2738 1264 68.4 31.6 2824 1178 70.6 29.4 4002

E-no no electricity (E-yes: electricity available)
M-no no mobile phones
pc per cent 
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Table A6 Time Lines of Perceptions of Trust and Corruption

Highly 
corrupt Corrupt

More 
or less 
Corrupt

Not cor-
rupt

Not at all 
corrupt

Don’t 
know total

Private Organisations 2007 11.3 27.7 33.5 21.3 6.1 0.1 100

2008 2.4 8.2 36.5 39.8 8.9 4.3 100

2009 3.9 40.7 40.2 8.4 6.9 100

NGO 2007 100

2008 3.3 14.4 33.9 38.3 5.9 4.3 100

2009 5.2 37.6 42.3 9.4 5.5 100

Health sector 2007 7.4 16.8 22.9 37.1 15.7 0.1 100

2008 10.8 25.2 28.4 28.1 5.1 2.5 100

2009 10.2 52.6 29.4 5.4 2.4 100

Roads & Highway 2007 4.0 8.6 21.0 39.7 26.6 0.1 100

2008 17.7 28.7 28.3 15.1 4.0 6.2 100

2009 22.1 50.2 17.6 2.5 7.6 100

 Power sector 2007 3.5 6.9 11.3 30.5 47.7 0.0 100

2008 28.1 31.7 21.8 11.0 2.9 4.6 100

2009 20.7 49.9 21.0 2.9 5.4 100

Courts 2007 6.5 16.4 32.2 30.2 14.6 0.1 100

2008 10.0 22.5 33.1 23.4 6.5 4.7 100

2009 8.5 39.3 38.1 6.9 7.1 100

Local govt. 2007 5.8 15.0 29.8 31.7 17.7 0.0 100

2008 10.2 24.5 32.7 25.5 5.0 2.2 100

2009 9.8 44.8 36.9 5.8 2.7 100

Police 2007 4.1 9.9 13.5 30.3 42.1 0.0 100

2008 37.9 30.5 15.0 13.6 2.5 0.6 100

2009 34.2 41.9 18.6 3.3 1.9 100

Education 2007 23.7 29.0 23.2 18.3 5.7 0.1 100

2008 7.0 13.7 26.3 39.0 12.1 2.1 100

2009 2.9 24.1 49.2 20.3 3.5 100

Bank 2007 15.0 23.9 33.3 21.3 6.3 0.2 100

2008 4.9 11.7 26.5 41.1 10.5 5.3 100

2009 2.8 30.4 48.4 11.1 7.3 100

Customs 2007 4.2 6.6 21.5 29.8 36.6 1.3 100

2008 23.4 23.1 22.8 10.6 2.5 17.6 100

2009 20.4 35.9 14.0 2.2 27.4 100

Tax Offices 2007 4.2 6.6 21.8 33.1 32.9 1.4 100

2008 20.0 23.8 24.8 12.0 2.7 16.8 100

2009 17.6 38.3 15.0 2.8 26.2 100
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Table A7 Defining Democracy (in per cent)

 
Gender Urban or Rural

TotalMale Female Urban Rural
 do not know 34.4 58.1 36.2 50.5 46.2

 free movement 14.9 8.7 14.4 10.7 11.8

 express own opinion 11.9 7.6 14.7 7.6 9.7

 right to vote 6.4 5.4 6.8 5.5 5.9

 equal right to all people 8.1 3.7 7.8 5.0 5.9

 right of oneself 7.1 4.4 6.1 5.6 5.7

 government elected by the people 6.8 3.4 4.6 5.3 5.1

 save the basic demand of the people 4.0 1.7 4.2 2.3 2.9

 running the judiciary system in good manner 2.6 1.2 2.4 1.6 1.9

 the justice will run for the government 2.2 1.4 2.2 1.6 1.8

 working all together 2.1 1.4 1.4 1.9 1.7

 run the country in justice 2.0 0.8 1.7 1.2 1.4

 to ensure the peace 1.0 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.2
 to get the requirements from the government as per 
the demand 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.1

 to see everyone in same sight 1.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.9

 working for the development  of the country 0.8 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.9

 serve the people 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.8

 when there is law and order 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.6 0.8

 where the people is the source of all power 1.1 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.7

 changing government after every five years 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.8 0.6
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7.1 Questionnaires

Nielsen Bangladesh
Survey Conducted for the State of Governance Report 2009

Informed Consent

Good morning/afternoon/evening................................... I am from Nielsen Bangladesh, an international research 

agency. At present we are conducting a general opinion survey throughout the country. I would like to 

interview you as a part of the survey. Your information is very important to us. Your views will be used for 

research purposes only and your identity will be kept strictly confidential. Your views can contribute to policy 

making and the national interest of the country. This will take approximately 35 minutes, I hope you can 

spare that much of time. If you are not interested to response, you can ignore; even any point of time of your 

interview. This is to clarify further that you will never be asked to pay any amount to the interviewer.

mvjvg - Av`ve| Avwg .....................| Avwg Nielsen Bangladesh bv‡gi GKwU Avš—R©vwZK M‡elYv cªwZôvb †_‡K G‡mwQ| 
eZ©gv‡b Avgiv GKwU RbgZ Rwic cwiPvjbv KiwQ| GB M‡elYvi Ask wn‡m‡e Avwg Avcbvi mv¶vrKvi wb‡Z PvB| Avcbvi 
g~j¨evb Z_¨ Avgv‡`i Rb¨ LyeB ̧ i“Z¡c~Y©| Avcbvi †`qv Z_¨ ev gZvgZ †`‡ki mvgwMÖK Dbœq‡b mnvqZv Ki‡e| m¤ú~Y© mv¶vrKviwU 
wb‡Z cÖvq 35 wgwbU mg‡qi cÖ‡qvRb n‡e, Avi Avkv Kwi Avcwb G e¨vcv‡i Avgv‡K mn‡hvwMZv Ki‡eb| Avcwb PvB‡j mv¶vrKvi 
PjvKv‡j †h †Kvb GKwU cÖ‡kœi DËi bvI w`‡Z cv‡ib ev cy‡iv mv¶vrKviwU eÜ K‡i w`‡Z cvi‡eb| Avcbvi †`qv Z_¨ m¤ú~Y© †Mvcb 
ivLv n‡e Ges Zv ïaygvÎ M‡elYvi Kv‡R e¨envi Kiv n‡e|  
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Job #: SR. 0021002 SP NO. CENTER NAME CODE

PROJECT BG Barometer Survey H. H. SL.

NAME OF RESPONDENT SP TYPE M - 1 F - 2

CENTER 
TYPE

Urban  1

Father/Husband’s Name

Mother’s Name

ADDRESS IN FULL
RURAL 2

District…………………………………………………… Upazila ……………………………………………………………
Union …………………………………………………….. Village ……………………………………………………………
Mouza/Road ……………………………………………………….

INTERVIEW TIME

Start End

LANDMARKS

TELEPHONE ( IF ANY ) HOME WORK MOBILE

NAME OF INTERVIEWER CODE DATE OF INTERVIEW 2010 SIGN

CHECK DETAILS CODE
ACCOMPANY BACK CHECK SCRUTINY

REMARKS 
CODE DATE CODE DATE CODE DATE

NAME OF FS

NAME OF FC 

NAME OF OTHER  OFFICIAL

FIELD EXECUTIVE

NAME OF CODER

I _____________ hereby promise that the data collected is fully authentic.

Signature of Interviewer



SECTION A:  Background Information

QA1. How long have you lived in this area (years/months) ?  Avcwb KZw`b hveZ GB GjvKvq emevm Ki‡Qb (GB MÖv‡g/
GB Iqv‡W©)?…………..  eQi …………... gvm

QA2. How long have you lived in this house  (years/months) ?  Avcwb GB evwo‡Z KZw`b hveZ evm Ki‡Qb? ………. 
eQi ….. gvm

QA3. How many occupied households are there in this homestead ?   GB evwo‡Z Lvbvi msL¨v KqwU?       ………   wU

QA4. Would you please tell us your religion  Avcwb †Kvb a‡g©i Abymvix?

code †KvW code †KvW

Muslim Bmjvg 1 Buddhist †eŠ× 3

Hindu wn›`y 2 Christian L„óvb 4

Other (please specify) Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jøL Ki“b)  …

QA5. Would you please tell us your ethnicity    Avcwb †Kvb †Mv‡Îi Aš—fy©³?

code †KvW

Bengali evOvjx 1

Bihari origin wenvix 2

Tribal Avw`evmx 3

Other  (please specify)  ............. Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jøL Ki“b) …………
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HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION

QA6. Who are the Household members living in this address? GLv‡b emevmKvix Lvbvi m`m¨ Kviv? (eq‡mi µg 
Abymv‡i eo †_‡K †QvU mevi bvg wjwce× Kiyb Ges h_vh_ †KvW Ki“b)

Line
No

A. Name B. 
Relationship 

with HHH

C.  Sex
M-1, F-2

D. Age 
(Years)

E. Educational 
qualification

F. Marital 
Status

G. 
Primary 

occupation

H. Does s/he 
earn income 
1=yes, 2=no

I. Type of 
employment

A. bvg B. cwievi 
cÖav‡bi mv‡_ 

m¤úK©

C.  wj½
cyi“l-1, 
gwnjv-2

D. eqm 
(eQ‡i)

E. wk¶vMZ 
†hvM¨Zv

F. ˆeevwnK 
Ae¯’v

G. 
g~j †ckv

H. DcvR©b¶g 
wK bv?

nu¨v-1, bv-2

I. DcvR©‡bi 
aib

1

(&c)

Information for QA6.

B. Relationship Code Relationship Code Relationship Code Relationship Code

Head
01

Son/daughter in-
law

04
Brother/Sister 07 Other relatives 10

Spouse
02

Parents
05

Brother/sister-in-
law

08 Non-relative 11

Son/daughter 03 Parent-in-law 06 Grand Parents 09

E. Level of 
Education

Code Level of 
Education

Code Level of 
Education

Code Level of Education Code Level of 
Education

Code

No 
education

01
up to class 4

05
up to class 8 09 HSC or equivalent / 13 Diploma 17

up to class 1
02

up to class 5 
06

up to class 9 10 University/college 
graduate (BA/Bcom/
BSc)

14 Religion 
based  
education

18

up to class 2 
03

up to class 6 07 up to class 10 11 MA/Mcom/MSc / 15 Non-formal 
education/

19

up to class 3 04 up to class 7 08 SSC or equivalent 12 PhD 16 Vocational 20

F.  Marital Status Never married 1 Married (living with 
spouse)

2 Separated/
divorced

3 Widow 4

G. Primary   
occupation

Code Primary occupation Code Primary 
occupation

Code Primary occupation Code

Student
01

Day labourer (non-agri) 06 Political Leader
11

Advocate/Lawyer/
Barrister

16

Housewife
02

Regular job holder (govt.) 07 Employed to 
NGO

12
Doctor (at least MBBS)  17

Self employed 
(agri) 03

Regular job holder (non-
govt.)

08 School teacher
13

Local govt. 
representative 
(current or former)

18

Self-employed 
(non-agri)

04
Unemployed 09 Journalist

14
Madrassa teacher 19

Day-labourer 
(agri) 05

Irregular service-holder 
(govt./non-govt.)

10 College/ 
University 
teacher

15
Others (Specify)....

I. Type of Employment: 12 months in a 
year

1 Few months a year (seasonal) 2 N/A 9
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Instruction: Q.A6 Gi Rb¨ wb‡Pi †KvW¸‡jv e¨envi Ki“b|

B. m¤úK© †KvW Relationship/m¤úK© †KvW Relationship/m¤úK© †KvW Relationship/
m¤úK©

†KvW

Lvbv cÖavb 01 cyÎ/cyÎea~ 04 fvB/†evb 07 Ab¨ AvZ¥xq 10

¯^vgx/¯¿x 02 wcZv/gvZv 05 bb`/‡`ei/ fvex/ kvjv/ kvjx/`yjvfvB 08 AbvZ¥xq 11

cyÎ/Kb¨v 03 k¦ïi/ kvïwo 06 `v`v-`v`x/bvbv-bvbx 09

E. wk¶vMZ 
†hvM¨Zv

†KvW †KvW †KvW †KvW †KvW

†Kvb wk¶v †bB 01 4_© †kªYx ch©š— 05 8g †kªYx ch©š— 09 GBPGmwm A_ev mggvb 13 wW‡cø vgv 17

1g †kªYx ch©š— 
02

5g †kªYx ch©š— 
06

9g †kªYx ch©š— 10 mœvZK ev mggvb (weG/
weKg/weGmwm)

14 ag©wfwËK wk¶v 18

2q †kªYx ch©š— 03 6ô †kªYx ch©š— 07 10g †kªYx ch©š— 11 GgG/GgKg/GgGmwm 15 AcÖvwZôvwbK wk¶v 19

3q †kªYx ch©š— 04 7g †kªYx ch©š— 08 GmGmwm A_ev mggvb 12 wcGBPwW 16 KvwiMix 20

F.  ˆeevwnK Ae¯’v: AweevwnZ 1 weevwnZ (¯^vgx/¯¿xi mv‡_ _v‡K) 2 wew”Qbœ/ ZvjvKcÖvß(ßv) 3 weaev/wecwZœK 4

G. g~j †ckv †KvW †KvW †KvW †KvW
QvÎ/QvÎx 01 w`bgRyi (A-K…wl) 06 ivR‰bwZK †bZv 11 AvBbRxwe 16

M„nea~ 02 wbqwgZ PvKzix (miKvix) 07 GbwRIKgx© 12 Wv³vi (GgweweGm) 17

¯^ Kg©ms¯’vb 
(K…wl)

03 wbqwgZ PvKzix 
(†emiKvix)

08 ¯‹zj wk¶K 13 ¯’vbxq miKvi cÖwZwbwa (eZ©gvb/ 
cÖv³b)

18

¯^ Kg©ms¯’vb 
(A-K…wl)

04 †eKvi 09 mvsevw`K 14 gv`ªvmv wk¶K 19

w`bgRyi (K…wl)
05

AwbqwgZ PvKzix 
(miKvix/†emiKvix)

10 K‡jR/
wek¦we`¨vjq 
wk¶K

15
Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jøL Ki“b) ....

I. DcvR©‡bi aib: eQ‡i 12 gvm 1 eQ‡i K‡qK gvm (†gŠmygx) 2

Land ownership and Well-Being

Rwgi gvwjKvbv, ¯^”QjZv-m~PK Gi mvgvwRK †hvMv‡hvM

QA7. How much land does your household own?   Avcbvi Lvbvi gvwjKvbvaxb Rwgi cwigvY KZUzKz? 

Type of land Rwgi aib Amount in decimal kZvs‡k cwigvY
Homestead wfUvevox
Cultivable K…wl Rwg
Rented House fvov evwo Amount of Rent ..... [in Taka] fvov n‡j KZ UvKv ......................... 

(UvKv)

QA8. What is the main construction material of the walls of the house?   Avcbvi evwoi †`qvj wK w`‡q ˆZix?

hay/bamboo/mud Lo/euvk/gvwU 1

CI sheet/wood wUb/KvV 2

Brick/cement BU/wm‡g›U 3
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QA9. How many rooms does the house have (excluding the ones used for business)?... 

 Avcbvi evox‡Z KqwU Ni Av‡Q? (e¨emvi Rb¨ e¨eüZ Ni ev` w`‡q) ........................................ (wU)

QA10 Does the house have a separate kitchen?   Avcbvi Lvbvq wK Avjv`v ivbœvNi  Av‡Q?

Yes nu¨v 1

No bv 2

QA11 What type of latrine does this household use?    Avcbvi Lvbvi m`m¨iv mvaviYZ †Kvb ai‡bi cvqLvbv e¨envi K‡i?

Open field †Lvjv gvV/cvqLvbv †bB 1

Kacha latrine KuvPv cvqLvbv 2

Sanitary latrine ¯^v¯’¨ m¤§Z cvqLvbv 3

QA12 Does any household member work for a daily wage?  Avcbvi Lvbvi †Kvb m`m¨ wK ˆ`wbK wfwË‡Z KvR K‡i?

Yes nu¨v 1

No bv 2

QA13 How much is your monthly household income? (Optional) --------------------------------------- BDT

 Avcbvi Lvbvi gvwmK Avq KZ (Hw”QK)? --------------------------------------- (UvKv)

QA14. Do all children ages 6 to 17 go to school?   Avcbvi Lvbvi 6 †_‡K 17 eQi eqmx mKj wkï wK ¯‹z‡j hvq?

Yes nu¨v 1

No bv 2

N/A cÖ‡hvR¨ bq 9

QA15. Does this household have electricity connection?   Avcbvi Lvbvq wK we`y¨r ms‡hvM Av‡Q?

Yes nu¨v 1 Since when...............(Years)............... (Months)
nu¨v n‡j, KZ eQi/gvm †_‡K ............ eQi................ (gvm)  

No bv 2

QA16. Does the household own a television set?   Avcbvi Lvbvq wK †Uwjwfkb Av‡Q?

Yes nu¨v 1 Since when...............(Years)............... (Months)
nu¨v n‡j, KZ eQi/gvm †_‡K ............ eQi................ (gvm)

No bv 2

QA17. Does this household have telephone connection?    Avcbvi Lvbvq wK †Uwj‡dvb ms‡hvM Av‡Q?

Yes nu¨v 1 Since when...............(Years)............... (Months)
nu¨v n‡j, KZ eQi/gvm †_‡K ............ eQi................ (gvm)

No bv 2

QA18. Do any household members have a mobile phone?    Avcbvi Lvbvi †Kvb m`‡m¨i wK †gvevBj †dvb Av‡Q?

Yes nu¨v 1 Since when...............(Years)............... (Months)
nu¨v n‡j, KZ eQi/gvm †_‡K ............ eQi................ (gvm)

No bv 2
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QA19. Based on your production/income, how many months per year are you food sufficient?  

 Avcbvi Drcv`b Ges DcvR©‡bi K_v wPš—v Ki‡j eQ‡i KZ gvm Avcwb Lv‡`¨ ¯^qsm¤ú~Y© _v‡Kb?

less than 1 month 1 gv‡mi Kg 01 7 months 7 gvm 08

1 month 1 gvm 02 8 months 8 gvm 09

2 months 2 gvm 03 9 months 9 gvm 10

3 months 3 gvm 04 10 months 10 gvm 11

4 months 4 gvm 05 11 months 11 gvm 12

5 months 5 gvm 06 12 months 12 gvm 13

6 months 6 gvm 07 more than 12 months 12 gv‡mi †ewk 14

QA20. Are you [or any of your HH members] a member of a NGO/MFI?    Avcwb ev Avcbvi Lvbvi †KD wK †Kvb 
GbwRI/¶z`ª FY ms¯’vi m`m¨?

Yes nu¨v 1

No bv 2

QA21. If yes, what is the number of NGOs that you [or any of your HH members] a member? 

 hw` nu¨v nq, Avcwb ev Avcbvi Lvbvi m`m¨iv KZwU GbwRIi m`m¨? ........................................ (wU)

QA22. Are you [or any of your HH members] an active member of a political party?    Avcwb ev Avcbvi Lvbvi †Kvb m`m¨ 
wK †Kvb ivR‰bwZK `‡ji mwµq m`m¨?

Yes nu¨v 1

No bv 2

QA23. In last 12 months, did you [or any of your HH members] migrate in any place within the country? (go to QA24 
only if they say yes to QA23, otherwise go to QA25) 

    MZ 12 gv‡mi wfZ‡i Avcwb ev Avcbvi Lvbvi m`m¨‡`i †KD wK wb‡Ri GjvKv †Q‡o †`‡ki †fZ‡i Ab¨ †Kvb GjvKvq 
emevm Ki‡Z ïi“ K‡i‡Qb? (DËi nu¨v n‡j Q.24G hvb, Ab¨_vq Q.25 G hvb)

Yes nu¨v 1

No bv 2

QA24. If yes, what was the reason for migration?     hw` nu¨v nq, wK Kvi‡Y wM‡q‡Qb?

Due to food shortage Lv`¨ ¯^íZvi Kvi‡Y 01

Due to unemployment †eKvi‡Z¡i Kvi‡Y 02

Others (specify).............. Ab¨vb¨ (D‡jøL Ki“b) ..............

QA25. During the last 12 months, did any of your HH members migrate abroad for residency/job?

 MZ 12 gv‡m Avcbvi Lvbvi †Kvb m`m¨ wK †`‡ki evB‡i _vKvi Rb¨/PvKyixi Rb¨ wM‡q‡Qb?

Yes nu¨v 1 If yes, which country ........
hw` nu¨v nq, †Kvb †`‡k ...............

No bv 2
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SECTION B: LIVING STANDARD AND SERVICE DELIVERY

QB1.  Please think of a staircase where the lowest stair means 1 and the highest means 4.  In the same way suppose 1 
depicts that your living standard is very low and 4 depicts that your living standard is very high.

  AbyMÖn K‡i GKwU wmuwoi K_v wPš—v K‡i GB cÖ‡kœi DËi w`b| †hLv‡b me †_‡K wb‡Pi wmuwoi gvb n‡”Q 1 Ges me‡P‡q  
 Dc‡ii wmuwo n‡PQ 4| †hgb g‡b Ki“b, 1 gv‡b Avcbvi RxebhvÎvi gvb Lye wb‡P Avi 4 gv‡b Lye Dc‡i|

Very 
Bad

Some-
what 
bad

Some-
what 
good

Very 
Good

Don’t 
Know

Lye Lvivc wKQyUv 
Lvivc

wKQyUv fvj Lye fvj Rvwb 
bv

B1.1 Your living standard at present eZ©gv‡b Avcbvi 
Rxeb hvÎvi gvb

1 2 3 4 9

B1.2 Your living standard during this month last 
year MZ eQi GB mg‡q Avcbvi Rxeb hvÎvi gvb

1 2 3 4 9

B1.3 Considering all aspects of national and 
personal life, please tell us what you expect 
your living standard to be after 1 year? RvZxq 
Ges Avcbvi e¨w³MZ Rxe‡bi mewKQy we‡ePbv K‡i AvMvgx 
eQi Avcbvi RxebhvÎvi gvb †Kgb n‡e e‡j Avcwb g‡b 
K‡ib

1 2 3 4 9

QB2.   Let us now discuss various services that the government provides through different institutions. I will talk about 
different services one by one, please tell me if you have used these services in last 12 months and please rate 
the performance of each service based on your experience/ perception.   Here 1 depicts very dissatisfied and 4 
depicts very satisfied.

  Avwg Avcbv‡K K‡qKwU †mevi K_v eje| Avcwb `qv K‡i Avgv‡K ej‡eb G‡`i †KvbwU Avcwb MZ 12 gv‡m e¨envi  
 K‡i‡Qb| Zvi wfwË‡Z Avcwb Zv‡`i †mevi gvb m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi gZvgZ ejyb| hw` e¨envi bvI K‡i _v‡Kb, ZeyI  
 †mev m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi aviYv ejyb|

Sl. nl. QB2.a 
Did you use 
the service in 
12 months?
 Avcwb wK MZ 12 
gv‡mi g‡a¨ GB 
†mevwU wb‡q‡Qb

QB2.b  

Quality of services

†mevi gvb

yes no Very dis-
satisfied

Somewhat 
dissatisfied

Somewhat 
satisfied

Very 
satisfied

Do not 
know

nu¨v bv LyeB 
Amš‘ó

wKQyUv Amš‘ó wKQyUv mš‘ó LyeB mš‘ó Rvwb bv

B2.1 Public Health Service i.e. 
government hospitals, health 
clinic etc. ¯^v¯’¨ †mev, †hgb miKvix 
nvmcvZvj, wK¬wbK BZ¨vw`

1 2 1 2 3 4 9

B2.2 Water Supply cvwb mieivn 1 2 1 2 3 4 9

B2.3 Public Education we`y¨r mieivn 1 2 1 2 3 4 9

B2.4 Public Education miKvix wk¶v 
e¨e¯’v

1 2 1 2 3 4 9

B2.5 Sanitation cqwb®‹vkb 1 2 1 2 3 4 9

B2.6 Roads miKvix iv¯—v 1 2 1 2 3 4 9
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QB3.  To what extent do you perceive the accessibility of the following offices in last one year?

Sl No

offices

QB3.a Vis-
ited or not 
in the last 
12 months

QB3.b Physical Accessibility QB3.c Interaction with the offices

Yes No Not 
at all 

acces-
sible

Not 
very 

acces-
sible

Acces-
sible to 
a some 
extent

Very 
acces-
sible

Don’t 
know

Very 
dif-

ficult

Difficult 
to some 
extent

Easy to 
some 
extent

Very 
easy to 
interact

Don’t 
know

B3.1 Land office 1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.2 Government 
Bank

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.3 Private Bank 1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.4 Passport office 1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.5 Income tax of-
fice

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.6 Manpower ex-
porting office. 

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.7 Agriculture ex-
tension Offices 
(Fertilizers, pes-
ticides distribu-
tion authorities)

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.8 Office of the 
utility pro-
vider (Electricity, 
phone, gas of-
fice)

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.9 Local govt. of-
fice (Upazila, 
Union Parishad 
office, Munici-
pality)

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.10 Ministries/secre-
tariats

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.11 Police station 
(thana)

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

QB4.  How would you evaluate the performance of the elected representatives in last 12 months, i.e. the local govt. 
representatives and the MPs in terms of work they are doing? Here 1 depicts very dissatisfied and 4 depicts very 
satisfied.  

Sl. no. Very 
dissatisfied

Somewhat 
dissatisfied

Somewhat 
satisfied

Very satisfied
Don’t Know

B4.1 UP chairman and Members 1 2 3 4 9

B4.2 UZP chairman 1 2 3 4 9

B4.3 Member of Parliament 1 2 3 4 9
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QB3.   GLb Avwg wKQy miKvix †mev Awd‡mi bvg c‡o †kvbv‡ev| Avcwb Avgv‡K ej‡eb IB Awd‡m hvIqv Ges †mLv‡b KvR 
Kiv Avcbvi Rb¨ KZUzKz myweavRbK wQj A_ev wQj bv?

Sl No

Awdm †mev

QB3.a 
12 gv‡m 
Avcwb 

wM‡q‡Qb 
wK bv

QB3.b Awdm wU‡Z hvIqv mnR I myweavRbK wK bv 
QB3.c Awdmv‡ii mv‡_ K_v ejv Ges 

wbqgKvbyb mnR/KwVb

n¨uv bv LyeB 
AmyweavRbK

wKQyUv 
AmyweavRbK

wKQyUv 
myweavRbK

LyeB 
myweavRbK

Rvwb 
bv

LyeB 
KwVb

wKQyUv 
KwVb

wKQyUv 
mnR

Lye 
mnR

Rvwb 
bv

B3.1 f~wg Awdm 1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.2 miKvix e¨vsK 1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.3 †emiKvix 
e¨vsK

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.4 cvm‡cvU© 
Awdm

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.5 AvqKi Awdm 1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.6 Rbkw³ idZvwb 
Awdm

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.7 K…wl m¤cÖmviY 
Awa`ßi (mvi, 
KxUbvkK 
mieivnKvix)

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.8 we`y¨r, †dvb, 
M¨vm, cvwb 
BZ¨vw` †mev 
cÖ`vbKvix Awdm

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.9 ¯’vbxq miKvi 
Awdm 
(Dc‡Rjv, 
BDwbqb 
cwil` Awdm, 
wgDwbwmc¨vwjwU)

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.10 gš¿bvjq/ 
mwPevjq

1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

B3.11 _vbv 1 2 1 2 3 4 9 1 2 3 4 9

QB4.  MZ 12 gv‡m Avcbvi GjvKvq wbe©vwPZ RbcÖwZwbwa (†hgb Ggwc, BDwc †Pqvig¨vb) †hme KvR Ki‡Qb, †mme m¤ú‡K© 
Avcwb KZUzKz mš‘ó ev Amš‘ó Avgv‡`i ejyb|    

Sl. no. LyeB 
Amš‘ó

wKQyUv 
Amš‘ó

wKQyUv 
mš‘ó

Lye mš‘ó Rvwb bv 

B4.1 BDwbqb cwil‡`i †Pqvig¨vb Ges †g¤^vi/Kwgkbvi 1 2 3 4 9

B4.2 Dc‡Rjv cwil‡`i †Pqvig¨vb/wmwU †gqi 1 2 3 4 9

B4.3 Ggwc 1 2 3 4 9
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SECTION C:  TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF THE GOVERNMENT

QC1.  What is your overall assessment of the performance of government ?   mewKQy wgwj‡q miKv‡ii Kvh©µg m¤ú‡K© 
Avcbvi g~j¨vqb wK?

g~j¨vqb †KvW
Very dissatisfied LyeB Am‡š—vlRbK 1

Somewhat dissatisfied wKQyUv Am‡š—vlRbK 2

Somewhat satisfied wKQyUv m‡š—vlRbK 3

Very satisfied LyeB m‡š—vlRbK 4

Do not know/ can not say Rvwb bv/ej‡Z cvwi bv 9

QC2.  What do you perceive about the government’s  performance in the following sectors in last 12 months?   MZ 12 
gv‡mi wb‡gœi wewfbœ Lv‡Z miKv‡ii Kg©KvÛ m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi avibv wK? 

Sl. no. Very dissatis-
fied

Somewhat 
dissatisfied

Somewhat 
satisfied

Very 
satisfied

Do not 
know

LyeB 
Am‡š—vlRbK

wKQyUv
Am‡š—vlRbK

wKQyUv
m‡š—vlRbK

LyeB 
m‡š—vlRbK

Rvwb bv  

C3.1 Managing the price 
hike of the essentials 

wbZ¨ cÖ‡qvRbxq 
wRwbmc‡Îi `vg 
wbqš¿‡Y ivLv

 1 2 3 4 9

C3.2 Corruption control in 
govt. 

`ybx©wZ Kgv‡bv  1 2 3 4 9

C3.3 Law and Order 
situation 

AvBb-k„•Ljv eRvq 
ivLv

 1 2 3 4 9

C3.4 Ensuring adequate 
supply of electricity 

cÖ‡qvRbxq we`y¨r 
mieivn Kiv

 1 2 3 4 9

C3.5 Ensuring adequate 
supply of gas 

cÖ‡qvRbxq M¨vm 
mieivn Kiv

 1 2 3 4 9

C3.6 Ensuring adequate 
supply of drinking 
water  

wbivc` Lvevi cvwb 
mieivn Kiv

 1 2 3 4 9

C3.7 Processing of 
the international 
migration 

Avš—R©vwZK kªwgK 
Awffvmb

 1 2 3 4 9

C3.8 a) Creating 
employment

`vwi`ª we‡gvP‡bi 
Rb¨:
a) Kg©ms¯’v‡bi my‡hvM 
ˆZix

1 2 3 4 9

C3.9 b) Raising family 
income 

b) Avq evov‡bvi 
e¨e¯’v Kiv

1 2 3 4 9

C3.10 c) Increasing food 
availability (both the 
price and supply of 
food)  

c)  Lv`¨ mnRjf¨ Kiv 
(Lvev‡ii `vg Kgv‡bv 
Ges mieivn evov‡bv)

1 2 3 4 9
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SECTION D:  POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

QD1. Please tell us if you generally trust these organisations or not.  Read out.   GLb Avwg Avcbv‡K wKQy ms¯’v/cÖwZôv‡bi 
bvg c‡o †kvbve| AbyMÖn K‡i ejyb GB ms¯’v¸‡jvi Ici mvavibfv‡e Avcbvi Av¯’v Av‡Q wK bv:

Sl
no

Rating/Av¯’vi gvÎv 
Have trust in this 

organisations /
Av¯’v Av‡Q

Do not have trust in 
this organisations /

Av¯’v †bB
Rvwb bv

 D1.1
Private organisations 

†emiKvix 
ms¯’v/†Kv¤úvbx 

1 2 9

 D1.2 NGOs GbwRI 1 2 9

 D1.3 Political parties ivR‰bwZK `j 1 2 9

 D1.4 Local government i.e. Union 
Parishad, Municipality 

¯’vbxq miKvi 1 2 9

 D1.5 Anti-corruption Commission `ybx©wZ `gb Kwgkb 1 2 9

 D1.6 Election Commission wbe©vPb Kwgkb 1 2 9

 D1.7 Lower Courts (civil and 
criminal) 

wbgœ Av`vjZ 1 2 9

 D1.8
High Court/Supreme Court  

D”P Av`vjZ/mycÖxg †KvU©/
nvB‡KvU©

1 2 9

 D1.9 Parliament  msm` 1 2 9

 D1.10 Government Hospital miKvix nvmcvZvj 1 2 9

 D1.11 Private Hospital †emiKvix nvmcvZvj 1 2 9

QD2.  Please tell us which of the following types of professionals you trust. Read out. There must be one code in each 

row? AbyMÖn K‡i Avgv‡`i ejyb †Kvb †ckvi gvbyl‡`i cÖwZ Avcwb Av¯’vkxj? 

Sl No. trustworthy 
in general

not 
trustworthy in 

general

do not know/ 
can not say

Types of professionals †ckvi aib Av¯’v ivLv 
hvq

Av¯’v ivLv 
hvqbv

Rvwb bv/ 
ej‡Z cvwi bv

D2.1 Singer/Actor MvqK/Awf‡bZv 1 2 9

D2.2 Member of Parliament (MP) msm` m`m¨/Ggwc 1 2 9

D2.3 Politician (other than an elected 
MP)

Ab¨vb¨ ivRbxwZwe`
1 2 9

D2.4 Religious leader agx©q †bZv 1 2 9

D2.5 Military †mbvevwnbx/Avwg© 1 2 9

D2.6 Police cywjk 1 2 9

D2.7 Leading Businessman †bZ…¯’vbxq e¨emvqx 1 2 9

D2.8 Bank officials e¨vsK-Gi Awdmvi 1 2 9

D2.9 Money lenders A_© Kvievix/gnvRb 1 2 9

D2.10 Intellectual (writers, academics etc.) eyw×Rxwe (†jLK/wk¶K) 1 2 9

D2.11 Journalist mvsevw`K 1 2 9

D2.12 NGO staff GbwRIKg©x 1 2 9

D2.13 Doctor Wv³vi 1 2 9

D2.14 Nurse, health workers bvm©/¯^v¯’¨Kg©x 1 2 9

D2.15 Legal professionals AvBbRxwe/DwKj 1 2 9

D2.16 Teachers wk¶K 1 2 9
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Sl No. trustworthy 
in general

not 
trustworthy in 

general

do not know/ 
can not say

Types of professionals †ckvi aib Av¯’v ivLv 
hvq

Av¯’v ivLv 
hvqbv

Rvwb bv/ 
ej‡Z cvwi bv

D2.17 Government Officials miKvix Awdmvi 1 2 9

D2.18 Union Parishad/Municipality 
Representative (Chairman, 
member)

BDwbqb cwil`/ 
wgDwbwmc¨vwjwU cÖwZwbwa 
(†Pqvig¨vb, †g¤^vi)

1 2 9

D2.19 Judge (lower court and 
magistrates)

wePviK (wbgœ Av`vjZ Ges 
g¨vwR‡÷ªU)

1 2 9

D2.20 Judge (high court/supreme 
court)

wePviK (D”P Av`vjZ/
mywcÖg‡KvU©/nvB‡KvU©)

1 2 9

QD3.  Corruption has been one of the main problems of Bangladesh for the last 10 to 15 years. Please look at this card 
and tell us, from your own experience and understanding, how corrupt different organizations are? 

 Avgv‡`i †`‡ki A‡bK¸‡jv mgm¨vi g‡a¨ GKwU cÖavb mgm¨v n‡”Q ̀ ybx©wZ| weMZ 10 †_‡K 15 eQ‡ii AwfÁZvi Av‡jv‡K 
ejyb wb‡gœi ms¯’v¸‡jv †Kgb/KZUv `ybx©wZMÖ¯—| †hLv‡b 1 n‡”Q cy‡ivcywi `ybx©wZMÖ¯’ Ges 4 n‡”Q G‡Kev‡iB `ybx©wZMÖ¯— 
bq| 

Sl  no
 †iwUs

Highly 
corrupt

Somewhat 
corrupt

Not corrupt
Not at all 
corrupt

do not 
know

Institutions ms¯’v
cy‡ivcywi 
`ybx©wZMÖ¯—

wKQyUv `ybx©wZMÖ¯— `ybx©wZMÖ¯— bq
G‡Kev‡i 

`ybx©wZMÖ¯— bq
Rvwb bv

 D3.1 Private 
Organisation

†emiKvix cÖwZôvb 1 2 3 4
9

 D3.2 NGOs GbwRI 1 2 3 4 9

 D3.3 Hospitals and 
Health force 

nvmcvZvj Ges 
¯^v¯’¨‡mev

1 2 3 4
9

 D3.4 Roads & 
Highway 

moK I Rbc_ 1 2 3 4
9

 D3.5 Power sector we`¨yr wefvM 1 2 3 4 9

 D3.6 Courts Av`vjZ 1 2 3 4 9

 D3.7 Local 
government

¯’vbxq miKvi 1 2 3 4
9

 D3.8 Police cywjk 1 2 3 4 9

 D3.9 Education wk¶vLvZ 1 2 3 4 9

 D3.10 Bank e¨vsK 1 2 3 4 9

 D3.11 Customs Kvógm 1 2 3 4 9

 D3.12 Tax Ki/U¨v· 1 2 3 4 9
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SECTION E:  LAW AND ORDER

QE1.  How would you evaluate the law and order condition in your locality in last 12 months ?

   MZ 12 gv‡m Avcbvi GjvKvi AvBb-k„•Ljv cwiw¯’wZ m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi gZvgZ ejyb?

LAW AND ORDER situation AvBb k„sLjv cwiw¯’wZ †KvW
Very dissatisfied LyeB Am‡š—vlRbK 1

Somewhat dissatisfied wKQyUv Am‡š—vlRbK 2

Somewhat satisfied wKQyUv m‡š—vlRbK 3

Very satisfied LyeB m‡š—vlRbK 4

Don’t Know/Can’t Say Rvwb bv/ej‡Z cvwi bv (c‡o †kvbv‡eb bv) 9

QE2.  Below there are few statements regarding the law and order condition of the country? Please tell us to what  
 extent you agree or disagree with the statements

 Avwg Gevi †`‡ki AvBb-k„•Ljv cwiw¯’wZi Dci wfwË K‡i wKQy e³e¨ c‡o †kvbv‡ev, G¸‡jv †kvbvi ci AbyMÖn Avcwb  
 ej‡eb †Kvb e³‡e¨i mv‡_ GKgZ ev wØgZ?

Sl 
No

†iwUs

C
o

m
-

p
letely 

d
isag

reed
 

So
m

e-
w

h
at 

d
isag

ree

So
m

e-
w

h
at 

ag
reed

To
tally 

ag
ree

D
o

 n
o

t 
kn

o
w

m¤ú~Y© 
wØgZ

wK
QyUv 

wØgZ

wK
QyUv 

G
K

gZ

m¤ú~Y© 
G

K
gZ

R
vwb bv

E2.1 Police was active in 
my locality in last 12 
months compared to 
previous year

Av‡Mi eQ‡ii Zzjbvq 
MZ 12 gv‡m cywjk 
Avgvi GjvKvq fvj KvR 
K‡i‡Q

1 2 3 4 9

E2.2 The court is working 
swiftly in last 12 
months compared to 
previous year

Av‡Mi eQ‡ii Zzjbvq 
MZ 12 gvm Av`vjZ 
myôzfv‡e Kvh©µg 
cwiPvjbv Ki‡Q

1 2 3 4 9

E2.3 The incidence of 
hijacking, theft, and 
other sort of crime has 
decreased in last 12 
months compared to 
previous year

Av‡Mi eQ‡ii Zzjbvq 
MZ 12 gv‡m wQbZvB, 
Pzwi I Ab¨vb¨ Aciva 
K‡g‡Q 

1 2 3 4 9

E2.4 Human right violation 
by law enforcing 
agencies has 
decreased in last 12 
months compared to 
previous year

Av‡Mi eQ‡ii Zzjbvq 
MZ 12 gvm AvBb 
cÖ‡qvMKvix ms¯’vi 
nv‡Z gvbevwaKvi jsNb 
K‡g‡Q

1 2 3 4 9
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SECTION F: DEMOCRACY

QF1.  To you, what does “democracy” mean?  What else?   (OPEN-ENDED; ALLOW UP TO 3 RESPONSES)

 Avcwb MYZš¿ ej‡Z wK ey‡Sb? (m‡e©v”P 3wU ch©š— gZvgZ †bqv †h‡Z cv‡i)

 

QF2 What does democracy mean for you?   (Rank according to importance. So if F2.3 is the first option you chose to  
 define democracy, give it a rank of 1)    

 GLb Avwg Avcbv‡K MYZš¿ m¤ú‡K© 5wU gš—e¨ c‡o †kvbve| †m¸‡jv‡K Avcwb ¸i“Z¡ Abymv‡i mvRvb| (D`vnib¯^iƒc: 
hw`  cÖ_g gZvgZ nq, Z‡e GUv‡K 1g µg w`b|)

Sl no MYZ‡š¿i A_© µgvbymvi
F2.1 Election every five years cÖwZ cuvP eQi ci ci wbe©vPb
F2.2 Rule by consent HKg‡Z¨i wfwË‡Z kvmb
F2.3 Free public debate ¯^vaxbfv‡e gZvgZ cÖKv‡ki my‡hvM
F2.4 Ability to participate in decision making wm×vš— MÖn‡bi †¶‡Î AskMÖn‡bi my‡hvM
F 2.5 Ability to access information on how 

govt. works
miKv‡ii Kvh©µg m¤úwK©Z Z_¨ cvIqvi 
my‡hvM

QF3.   What is the most effective way for a citizen such as yourself to participate in a democratic society? (Rank according 
to importance. So if QF3.3 is the first option you chose to define democracy, give it a rank of 1)

   bvMwiK wn‡m‡e Avcwb GKwU MYZvwš¿K mgv‡R wKfv‡e f~wgKv ivL‡Z cv‡ib?  (D`vnib¯^iƒc: hw`  cÖ_g gZvgZ nq, Z‡e 
GUv‡K 1g µg w`b |)

Sl no MYZ‡š¿i A_© µgvbymvi
F3.1 By voting †fv‡Ui gva¨‡g
F3.2 Keeping informed Z_¨ Rvbvi gva¨‡g
F3.3 Keeping informed and participating in public 

discussion making
Z_¨ Rvbv Ges Av‡jvPbvq AskMÖnY Kivi 
gva¨‡g

F3.4 Participating in protests cÖwZev`x nIqv
F3.5 Using other forms to express content or discontent mš‘wó ev Amš‘wó Ab¨ †Kvb Dcv‡q cÖKvk Kiv
F3.6 Others (please specify)  ............... Ab¨vb¨...

QF4.  How satisfied or dissatisfied you are about the overall democratic condition of the country?

 †`‡ki mvwe©K MYZvwš¿K e¨e¯’vq Avcwb KZUv mš‘ó ev Amš‘ó?

gZvgZ †KvW
Very dissatisfied LyeB Amš‘ó 1

Somewhat dissatisfied wKQyUv Amš‘ó 2

Somewhat satisfied wKQyUv mš‘ó 3

Very satisfied LyeB mš‘ó 4

Do not know/ can not say Rvwb bv/ej‡Z cvwi bv 9
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QF5.  Where would you place our country on this scale during   eZ©gvb Ges weMZ `ywU miKv‡ii kvmbvg‡j †`‡k 
MYZvwš¿K e¨e¯’v †Kgb wQj e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib?

Sl. no. Period mgq Complete-
ly unde-
mocratic

Somewhat 
undemo-cratic

Somewhat 
demo-
cratic

Complete-ly 
demo-cratic

do not 
know/ 

can’t say

m¤ú~Y© 
AMYZvwš¿K 

wKQyUv 
AMYZvwš¿K

wKQyUv 
MYZvwš¿K

m¤ú~Y© 
MYZvwš¿K

ej‡Z 
cvwibv

F5.1 Current 
government

eZ©gvb wbe©vwPZ 
miKvi

1 2 3 4 9

F5.2 Caretaker govt. ZË¡veavqK 
miKvi

1 2 3 4 9

F5.3 Previous elected 
government

weMZ wbe©vwPZ 
miKvi

1 2 3 4 9

Òab¨ev` w`‡q mv¶vrKvi †kl Ki“bÓ
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